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Despite the length of the Mexican Americans' presence in this

countrY., little research of a strictly empirical nature has been

accumulated on them. This scarcity of empirical literature on

Mexican Americans, while evident at the most general levels of

observation, is especially apparent as the level of observation

becomes specific. The general lack of recent empirical research on

Mexican Americans initiated this thesis, which had the general

dbjective of investigating the providing primarily descriptive

information on the nature of occupational orientations as held by

Mexican Aierican youth. The investigation focused on occupational

status projections, generational occupational mdbility aspirations,

and job values.

The antaysis performee was facilitated bytheuseofa previously

researched conceptual scheme which distinguishes between what is

desired (aspiration) and what is expected (expectation) within a

specific status area, e, g., education, occupation, and others.

Other dimensions of the scheme include intensity of desire, certainty

of expectation, and anticipatory deflection. The next section of

analysis, generational occupational mobility aspirations, was
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concerned with the respondents' desires for occupations relative

to the occupational positions of the respondents' families-of-

orientation. The final section of analysis dealt with certain

criteria selected from those which are theoretically involved in

the occupational choice process.

The data were obtained from high school sophomores in selected

Texas counties which met the following criteria: (1) a proportionately

high rate of Mexican Americans; (2) a proportionatay high rate of

poverty; and, (3) predominantly rural populations. The data were

gathered through the use of group-administered questionnaires; and,

this thesis concerned itself with the responses of only the 596

Mexican, Americans who participated.

From the findings presented, it was concluded that large

proportions of the Mexican. American youth desired highailevel occupa-

tions. Furthermore, only slight differences existed between the

levels of occupational aspirations of the males and females. Both

sexes expressed a strong desire for their occupational goals. It

was also concluded that the Mexican. American youth had expectations

which were, while generally high; somewhat lower than their

aspirations. Again, only slight differences were dhserved between

the expectations of males and females; and, the majort** of the

youth were not very certainl)f their expectations. Most youth were

not deflected from their occupational goals, regardless of the

particular goal category concerned.



In regards to generational occupational mobility aspirations,

it was concluded that the vast majorityof the Mexican American

youth desired to be upwardly mobile; the youth tended to desire high-

level occupations regardless of their awn familial occupational

origins. However, it was observed that the youth who desired jobs

in the highest occupational category were primaray from the highest

social%origins.

From the section of analysis related to job values, the conclu-

sion was made.that the Mexican American youth placed greater impor-

tance on steady employment, chance to help others, and monetarY

reward then on the other values studied. It was also concluded

that the job values selected for studyfailed to differentiate

among persons With dissimilar occupational aspirations.

Finally, a nuMber of implications were drawn. The major

theoretical implication was that this thesis' findinga supported

Merton's proposition regarding universal value patterns irrespective

of an individual's positions in various social structures. This

thesis' findings must also serve as tentative generalizations

concerning Mexican American youthfs occupational orientations until

research is extended to include other Mexican American youth and to

also include comparative studies of various ethnic minorities.

The major policy implication was that the youth needed adequate

preparatlon, which they are not now receiving, to pursue their goals

through the legitimate mans to success*
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

During the last few years, the people of the United

States have shown an increased interest in the problems of

certain groups of this countryls population, groups to which

the euphemism, "they do not share in the American way of life,

is typically applied./ One such group which is just recently

making its presence known is that group composed of people

variously referred to as "Mexicans," qlexican Americans,"

"Latins," "Latin Anericans," "Spanish-speaking people," and

a host of other names. This thesis will concern itself with

this group of people, and hereafter, for purposes of this

thesis, these people will be referred to as "Mexican

Americans."2 In general, the term "Mexican American" is used

to refer to those citizens of the United States who are of

tl

The citations on the following pages follow the style
of the Anerican Sociological Review.

1Perhaps one of the most dramatic, but certainly not the
only evidence of such interest is the passage of the Economic
Opportunity Act of 1964 and the ensuing nmlti-billion dollar
"War on Poverty."

2The dhoice of a name for this group must be arbitrary.
"Mexican American" has been chosen for reasons of simplicitT
and because this name seems to be preferred by meMbers of
this group. For evidence of this preference see Celia S. Heller,
Mexican American Youth: Forlotten Youth at the Crossroads,
New York: Random House, 19.. pp. 7-8. Additional evidence
of this preference is indicated in the name of the recently
created committee to handle the prdblens of this group:
"Inter-Agency Committee on Mexican American Affairs."
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Mexican descent; however, "Mexican American" has at times been

used to refer to all who are of Spanish detscent03

In view of the renewed interest in the "poor" and the

"socially disadvantaged," there have been a number of statistical

abstracts and subjective descriptions portraying the plights of

these people in general, and certain works whidh have tocused

specifically on'Mexican Americans. From such works, certain

findings about Mexican Americans have emerged, some of which

are brieay reviewed below.

Mexican Americans constitute the nation's third largest ethnic

4group, but the Southwest°s and Texas° second largest group.

3Ib1d., pp. 9-11.

11This statement is based on materials pubaished by-the
U. S. Bureau of the Census. It must be noted that one shortcoming
of the term "Mexican American" is that it has not been operation-
alized and the group to which it refers accuratelk enumerated. In
an attempt to arrive at an estimate of this group, the Bureau of
the Census has developed the census classification of "white
persons of Spanidh surname*" This classification is currently
the only means with which to Obtain data on the general charac-
teristics of the Mexican American population* The Bureau states
that their classification is relatively adequate for this purpose
And that its most serious defect is that it underestimates the
actual size of the Mexican American group. In view of the fact
that 83 percent of the white per6ons of Spanish surname in the
Southwest are of Mexican descent, data gathered by the Bureau of
the Census can be justifiably used to refer to Mexican Americans.
For a discussion of the evolution of the Census classification,
of the special problems encountered in enumerating this group,
and for an evaluation of the classification, see U. S. Census
of Po ulations 1 60 SUb ectd Re..rts. Persons of S
Surname. Final Report PC (2 - 1B. Washington, D. C.:
Government Printing Office, 1963, pp* VI-XII.
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Mexican Americans have traditionally occupied and continue today

to occupy a relatively disadvantaged position in this society as

compared with the majority group, Anglos05 As evidence of the

Mexican Americans° position in this society, witness their

current overrepresentation in the lower occupations, their high

proportions of poverty, and their low levels of educational

achievement06 These people, as is readily apparent, have been

in this country much longer than have many other ethnic groups;

indeed, they have been present much longer than have most other

groups who have been acculturated, assimilated, and then begun

to advance in socio-economic status.7

5For more information on the situation of the Mexican
Americans, see the following reports: Frank G. Mittebach and
Grace Marshall, The Burden of Povert , ("Mexican American Study
Project," Advance Report 5) Los Angeles: University of
California, Division of Researah, Graduate School of Business
Administration, July, 1966; Harley L. Browning and S. Dale
McLemore, A Statistical proii,Le of..hel.:SaLiish-Surname Po ulation

of Texas, Austin: University of Texas, Bureau of Business
Researah, 1964; and W. Kennedy Upham and David E. Wright,
.122=tx....A.m.2.9moS mish Americans in Texas: Low-Income Families
in a Minority Group.. Department of Agricultural Edonomics. and
Sociology, Departmental Information Report No. 66-2) College
Station: Texas A&M University, Texas Agricultural Experiment
Station, September, 1966,

6Ibid.

7See Peter I. Rose, The and We: Racial and Ethnic
Relations in the United States, New York: Random House, .1964,
pp. 4245; Donald.J, Bogue, The Po1&ton the U,nittN.. States,

Glencoe: The Five Press, 1959, pp. 352-372; and Celia S. Heller,

op. cit., pp. 3-4.



Eesplte the length of the Mexican Americans' presence in

this country, little research of a strictly empirical nature has

been accumulated on them. Furthermore, the majority of bOth

the empirical and the sUbjective literature on Mexican Americans

is either Obsolete, or unsystematic, or both08 The ladk of

empirical information on Mexiown Americans is especially revealing

when compared with the research existing on Angles, and even

with that existing on Negroes. Not only is there a paucity of

research on Mexican Americans; what is more, the majority of the

material an them has been and continues to be of the impression-
.

istic or subjective typeS and are rather specific to certain

locations and/or communities and to a very small segment of the

Mextban American population09 The "findingsu of such subjective

studies cannot be generalized to a very large portion of the

ethnic group.

%tile the dearth of the empirical literature on MexiCan

Americans is evident at the most general levels of Observation,

8For a.camprehensive and critical listing of the literature

on Mexidan Americans, see Biblio ra ("Mexican. American Study

Project,u Advance Report 3 1103 Angeles: University of

California,,Division of Researdh, Graduate School of Business

Administration, February, 1966.

.4 0%

YFor examriles of this type of study, which is based on

.partidipant,observation, see Arthur J.. RUbel, Aoross the Tracks:

Mexican Americians in a Texai Cy, Austin: University of Texas

Press, .19 WillismiMadsm, The MexiCanAilerioins of South Texas,

New York: Holt, Rinehart anANUNG71:2772W11176;;;-""---
Alix44 aane(EgLIALSh2L2/1441, New York: Doubleday& CemParY,

Ino,, 1966. jhese and similar works' lack of an

objective'viewpoint, sudh works often perform the very valuable

services of'informing and motivating their readers.
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the scarcity is even more apparent as the level of observation

becomes more specific. For example, in the area of value orien-

tations, a systematic and extensive search through the literature

turned up only a laandful of works on the status orientations of

Mexican Americans.
10

One area of status orientations which has received a great

deal of attention, especially in the last twenty years, is that

of occupational status orientations of youth. This emPhasis on

occupational orientations, and on the occupational structure in

general, has been justified because of the variegated role of the

occupational structure in linking various elements of social

organizationoll For instance, researdhers have pointed out that

the occupational structure forms an important element of social

stratification and of social mobility.12 Furthermore, the

10-T.his effort to develop an inclusive listing of the research
materials on value orientations, and eventually to annotate these
materials, is currently be4ng carried on in the Agricultural
Etonomics and Sociology Department at Texas AAWUniversity under
the direction of William Po Kuvlesky. The specific report'
referred to is William Po Kuvlesky and George W. Ohlendorf,
Occupational As irations and eetations: A Biblio ra h of
Researdh Literature Department of Agricultural Edonomics and
Sociology, Departmental Information Report No. 66-1) College
Station: Texas AgalUniversity, Texas Agricultural Ekperiment
Station, June, 1966. The works on Meximak Americans will be
reviewed in a later chapter,

115ee Peter M. Blau and Otis Dudley Duncan, ThaAlearlaJa
Dagiamtaral Structure, New York: John Wiley& Sons, Inc., 1967,
p. 7,

12Ibido, pp. 5 -los
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assumption is often made that a positive relation exists between

the occupational orientations of youth and their subsequent

occupational achievement.

As indicated previously, and in spite of the amount of

interest in occupational orientations, few studies exist on the

occupational orientations of Mexican Americans.13 It is this
general lack of recent, empirical research on Mexican Americans

that has initiated this thesis. The general objective of this

thesis is to investigate and to provide primarily descriptive

information on the nature of several dimensions of occupational

orientations as held by Mexican American youth.
01111011111/MIMW

13Among those studies of which I am aware are the following:
Arturo De Hoyos, "Occupational and Educational Levels of 44irations
of Mexican American Youth"." Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
Michigan State UniVersity, 1961; Celia S. Heller, op.1.13A.; and
Herschel T. Manuel, anish'Speaking Childrer.of the &uthwest...
Their Education and the Public Welftre, Austin: University of
Texas Press, 1963-.-"4"-
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CHAPTER II

FRAMEWORK FOR STUDY AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Overview

t
Before proceeding to the fr mework to be employed, some

comments need to be made about t.e nature of this thesis. As

stated earlier, the intent of this study is to present descrip-

tive information on the occupational orientations of Mexican

American youth, an area where little empirical information

currently exists. This thesis is neither analytical nor is

it theoretical; that is, this study will not attempt to

determine the significance of various factors for some other

variibles, nor will it attempt to clarify, fornmaate, or test

theory. However, existing sociological theories on occupa-

tiona choice will be utilized in an ex potA facto manner in

an effort to offer possible explanations and interpretations

of the findings obtained in this stu4y.

The general objectivto of this thesis are to investigate

the following areas of occupational orientations as held by

Mexican Americans: occupational status projections; genera-

tional occupational mobility aspirations; and job values.

Occupational status projections are concerned with the nature

of the respondentsg desires and plans for themnelves as
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related to occupations. On the other hand, when considering

generational occupational mobility aspirations, the focus is

shifted to the nature of the respondents' occupational status

orientations as compared to the occupatipns'.of the respondents'

parents. The last area of the study will examine the

respondents' jdb values which are theoreticaly important

considerations in the occupatIonal choi:Jo process.

The information presented in this chapter is divided into

three sections, one for each of the areas of investigation

described above. Within each section, the conceptual framework

to be utilized in analysis is presented and discussed. This

discussion is followed by-a brief review of researCh which

supports the development and use of the framework. The review

given below is to show that research has been performed which

documents the usefulness of the analytical distinctions made

between concepts and the fruitfulness of the framework for the

study of orientations. The review does not extend to an inclik-

sion of the various theories from which the conceptual frame-

works were derived; such a decision is justified in that such

reviews of theories have already been performed numerous times.
1

111011011110., =11111111

1For reviews of the relation bttween the conceptual frame-

work used in this thesis and various sociological theories, see

GeorgeW. Ohlendorf, "Blucational Orientationd

of Rural 'Youth in Selected Law-Inoome Counties of Texas," Mas-

ter's thesis, Texas A&M University, MNY 1967; and John T. Pelham,

"An Analysis of Status Consistency of the Projeated Frames of

Reference: A Racial Comparison of Males in Selected Low-Income

Areas of the Rural South," Master's thesis, Temas A&M University,

January, 1Q68.
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Thus, the review of literature belowr will not be lengthy. Its

purpose is to inform the reader that a body of literature to substan-

tiate this thesis's concepts does exist and is available; that body

of literature will not be elaborated upon in this thbsis.

Occupational Status Projections

Analysis of the Mexican American youth's occupational

status projections will be pursued through the use of the afore-

mentioned cont:eptual framework developed, primarily, hiy Kuvlesky

and Bea ler. Thefr framework, P. s it was originally developed

and has subsequently evolved, is related to the theories of

socialization, anticipatory socialization, and social mobility.2

From the first of these theories, the important point

for this review is that through the process of socialization,

11101.110,111,0111101.

2See both of the above references; in addition, see the
following: Angelita S. Obordo.,"Status Orientations Toward
Family Developnent: A Racial Comparison of Adolescent Girls
from Low-Income Rural Areas," Master's thesis, Texas A&M University,
January, 1968; Bilquis A. Ameen, "Occupational Status Orientations
and Perception of Opportunity: A Racial Comparison of Rural
Youth from Depressed Areas," Master's thesis, Texas A&M University,
January, 1968; and William P. Kuvlesky, "The Sooial-Psychological
Dimensions of Occupational Mobility." Paper presented at the
National Vocational-Technical Education Seminar on Occupational.
Mobility xnd Migration, Raleigh, North Carolina, April 18-22,
1966.
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members of a social collectivity learn ar acquire the "requisite

orientations for satisfactory functioning in a role in a social

system"--that 1s, -within a social system of which an individual

is already a member" Thus an individual learns how to perform

in his present roles, and to some extent, his future roles.

The process of socialization is a continuous one which

occurs at all stages of life, from childhood through adulthood;

however, the process is most important for the child and the

adolescent.
4 During the period of adolescence, an individual

experiences a particular type of socialization which is of srecial

importance, anticipatory socialization.

Amticipatory socialization is important because it

facilitates the movement of an individual to a new status to

which the individual aspires.5 In the process of anticipatory

socialivation, the individual learns the privileges and

obligations, the patterns of behavior, and the manners of think-

ing that will be expected of him in the future position that he

3Talcott Parsons, ThejliyAlgl, New York: The Free

Press of Glencoe, 1951, p. 205; and Leonard Broom and Philip

Selznick, ggslologyiAlext with Adap,ted Readings, 3rd ed.,

New York: Harper & Row, 19-655T: 93-104.

4Parsons, opt. cit., p. 208, and Broom and Selznick, og. cit.

5Robert K. 14erton, lasiAlThalStructure, rev.
and enl. ed., New York: The Free Press of Glencoe, 1957, pp. 265-

71.



hopes or intends to occupy. It is significant that through

anticipatory socialization, the individual is preparing only

for future statuses which are anticipated or desired.

Social mobility, most simply defined, is the movement of

an individual from one status or position to another one in a

social structure.6 Mobility may be either vertical (movement

between strata ranked in a hierarchy) or it may be horizontal

(movement within the same stratum); and, both types of mobility

exist in all societies07

As mentioned, social mobility is facilitated,Irtheoprocesses

of socialization and anticipatory socialization. Lastly, social

mobility also encompasses mobility aspirations.8 That is,

mobility aspirations supply goals in numerous status areas

toward which individuals strive. Mobility aspirations have

been generally acknowledged to play a crucial role in the

attainment of goals and in mobility, although*this acknowledge-

ment has been somewhat tempered recently09

6Broom & Selznick, op. cit., pp. 204-205.

7Ibid. See also Seymour Martin Lipset and Reinhard Bendix,
Social Mobility in Industrial Society, Berkeley: University of

California Press, 1959, pp9 2"3e

8Broom and Selznick, op. cit., p. 207.

9William P. Kuvlesky and ,Robert C. Bea ler, "A Clarification
of the Concept 'Occupational Choice, g" Rural Sociology, 31
(September, 1966), pp. 265-76; and, for a more thorough discus-
sion of the relationship of aspiration and attainment, see
William P. Kuvlesky and Robert C. Bea ler, "The Relevance of
Adolescent& Occupational AspiratiOns for Subsequent Job
Attainments," Rural Sociology, 32 (September, 1967), pp. 290-301.
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The three theories of socialization, anticipatory sociali-

zation, and social mobility are linked in that in all societies,

and especially in a relatively more mobile society such as the

United States, there is much movement on the part of individuals

from position to position in the various social structures

comprising the social system. As these persons move to new

statuses, they learn through the process of socialization to

fulfill their new positions. Of course, social mobility is the

process of changing, Or moving to different positions in the

society; and mobility aspirations, which are linked with social

mobilityf select the goals and positions towards which indivi-

duals strive. Finally, anticipatory socialization is the process

whereby individuals prepare in advance to properly fulfill the

new positions which they desire, or toward which they strive.

The above interrelationship provides the background for the

framework devised by Kuvlesky and Bea ler, a framework which

was evolved primarily in response to the confused and unsystematic

research conducted in the area of "occupational choice."1°

1°The following presentation of the conceptual framework
to be used in studying occupational status orientations is taken

from the following sources: Kuvlesky, "The Social-Psychological

Dimensions of Occupational Mobility," RE. cite; Kuvlesky and

Bea ler, "A Clarification0.0," op. cit.; and William P. Kuvlesky

and George W. Ohlendorf, "Occupational Status Orientations of

Negro Boys: A Rural-Urban Comparison," Paper presented at

the annual meetings of the Rural Sociological Society, Miami

Bea ch , Florida, August, 1966.
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According to Kuvlesky and Bealer, there was little attention

paid to analytical distinctions between concepts used in the

area of occupational choice. However, Kuvlesky and Bealer

suggest that their scheme own be extended to status projections

other than those focused solely on the status area of occupa-

tion. Indeed, the researchers point out that social behavior

can best be understood, and therefore predicted, only by

studying, or knowing, the importance of a nuMber of an

individualls goals relative to each other. Such an idea is

not new, as much the same thing was proposed by Sorokin when

he stated that differentiation of individuals on the basis of

their position in one group is an over-simplification of socio-

cultural facts.
11

Thus, researchers indicate that what is needed is a

multi-dimensional study of the value orientations of individuals

toward a nuMber of status areas. Studies which have involved

a complex of status areas for analysis, rather than taking

the traditional unidimensional look at one status area, are

rare, Anong those that have taken the more expanded focal poi:nt,

11PitirimA. Sorokin, Societi, Culture, and Personality,

New 'York: Harper & Brothers, 1947, p. 265.
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there have been two recent studies, both of which have employed

the conceptual framework to be used here.12

However, for purposes of expediency and expense, this

thesis will take the more traditional, hence less meaningful,

approadh of focusing on only one status area, that of occupation.

Numerous reasons can be given for choosing occupational orie6-

tations as the focal,point over orientations in other areas.

Occupational status is probably the most widely used single

indicator of one's socio-economic status.13 Furthermore, a

number of an individual's major social attributes, other than

occupation, are highly interrelated with his occupation. For

example, one's occupation reflects the quantity of his education;
14

the income, both type and quantity, a 'person receives is depen-

dent upon that person's occupation;15 and so on. The nature of

32PeTham, 92. ctt.; and William P. Kuvlesky and W. Kennedy
Upham, "Social Ambitions of Teen-Age Boys Living in an Economi-
cally Depressed Area Of the South: A Racial Comparison." Paper
presented at the annual meetings of the Southern Sociological
Society, Atlanta, Georgia, March, 1967.

13Bernard Berelson and Gary A. Steiner, Human Behavior:
An Inventory Of Scientific Findings, New York: Harcourt, Brace,

& World, l$4, pp. 59- 0; Peter M. Blau and Otis Dtdley Duncan,.
The American Occupational Structure, New York: John Wiley&
Sons, Inc., 1967, I). 7.

114,1artin Traw, "The Second Transformation of American
Secondary Education," in Reinhard Bendix and Seymour Martin
Upset, Class S atus and Power: Social Stratification in
Cam rative Perspective, New York: The Free Press,. 19 pp.

3749, See especially, pp. 438-39.

15Herman P. Miller, Rich Man Poor Man, New York: Thomas

Y. Crowell Co., 1964, pp. 37-55,
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an individual's occupation also influences his uses of leisure

time, his time spent with the family, and in general his style

of life and material possessions. EVen such diverse phenomena

as satisfaction with one's work varies according to one's occu-

pation.16 One's occupation shapes and organizes his desires,

interests, and sentiments; and, persons in the various occu-

pitions differentially partake in the exercise of power and in

society in general. Finally, occupations are widely recognized

as being an important nucleus of social organization.17

At this point, the conceptual framework developed by

Kuvlesky and Bealer will be presented and discussed in detail.

Although reference is not continually made to Kuvlesky and

Dealer, the discussion relies heavily upon certain of these

men's works.
18

In this conceptual scheme, attention is focused

on the idea that a person, after evaluating the goals existing

in his society's culture, projects his own future status-

positions in a nuiber of social structures. In turn, these

11111111MINOW

l6Robert Blauner, "Work Satisfaction and Industrial Trends
in Modern Society," in Bendix and Lipset, Status
gok, cit., pp. 473-87.

17Merton, 22. cit., p. 126.

18Kuvlesky and Bealer, "A Clarification...," Loz cit.;
KuVlesky, "The Social-Psychological Dimensions of Occupational
Mobility," 11,1 cit.; KuVlesky and Ohlendorf, "Occupational
Status Orientations of Negro Boys: A Rural-Urban Comparison,"
sm. cit.
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status projections are viewed as the process of a person

"orienting" himself toward social Objects. This phenomsna of

being "future oriented" is rather well documented and apparently

occurs in all individuals, the extent for anyparticular indi-

vidual being a question of empirical fact.19 In short, a great

deal of time is spent contemplating future roles* The status

projection can be broken down into the,plements of status

object and status orientation; these elements are discussed

below.

Status °bleat

The concept "status object" is clarified by indicating that

these objects vary in kind and in level. "Kind" of object

refers to social status areas, suoh as occupation, residence,

education, income, and others. On the other hand, "level"

refers to the position of a particular stitus object in a

pre-established hierarchial arrangement of the same kind of

status clojects. Hence, a particular kind of status object exists

at a particular level. For example, education is a kind of

status object; and within the status area of education, .a high

school educat4pn exists at a lower level than does a college

education.

19Blizabeth Douvan and Joseph Adelson, The Adolescent
New York: John Wiley 8c Sons, Inc., 1966, pp. 22-26;

and Ralph H. Turner, The Social Context' of Ambition, San
Francisco: Chandler PliblisUpopany 1-18, 207-18.
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Briefly, this clarification suggests that individuals have

a nuMber of goals in various social structures and that these

goals may be relatively specific. That individuals can indeed

specify rather precise goals has been shown numerous times.2°

For example (and an example could be taken from almost any

study of the aspirations of youth), in a study of the consis-

tency of status projections of rural youth in the South, Pelham

indicates that respondents specified educational, occupational,

and income goals.21

Status orientation

The second element of a status projection, status orien-

tation, refers to the person's emotional ties with the analy-

tically distinct status object. These emotional ties may vary

in strength, from weak to strong. Status orientation is further

elaborated by differentiating between two subtypes of orien-

tation: aspiration and expectation, whidh are discussed below.

20
In reference to occupational goals, see the followings

A. 0. Haller and I. W. Miller, itketaeunalAssAration
'dale: Theory, Structure and Correlates, Bast
Achigan Agricultural Ekperiment Station, Technical Bulletin,
288, 1963, p. 71; Lawrence Drabick,
Student and His Peers., Raleigh: North Carolina State College,
Departments of Agricultural Education and Rural Sociology, 1963;

Richard M. Stephenson, "Realism of Vocational Choice: A
Critique and an Ekamplp,ft Personnel and Guidance Journal, 35
(April, 1957), pp. 482-88.

21Pelham, on. cit., pp. 58-60, 128-30.
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Aspiration

Aspiration and attitude are similar in that both these

concepts refer to a person's predispositions to act toward a

social object in a certain manner. However, aspiration and

attitude differ in that aspiration signifies a favorable or

positive predisposition, whereas attitude may signify either a

positive or a negative predisposition. Hence, the concept

of aspiration imOlies that a person wants, .or desires, a social

object, which is therefore a goal.

Given a specified goal, a person may have a variable

amount of desire for that goal. Furthermore, .the goal and the

desire for that goal can vary independently of each other. For

example, a person may desire to be a mechanical engineer and be

willing to forego other goals to achieve his occupational goal,

whereas another person may likewise desire to be a mechanical

engineer but not be willing to forego any of his other goals

if necessary in order to achieve the occupational goal. Thus,

an individual can have'a strong or weak aspiration'depending on

the intensity of his desire to achieve a specific goal, and

regardless of whether the goal itself is high or low in a ranking

of similar goals.
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Expectation

The next step involved in the scheme to be employed in

this thesis is to make the analytical distinction between the

concepts of aspiration and expectation. Aspiration refers to

a projected status attainment which is desired4 But, expec-

tation indicates a projected status atta4ment which is anti-

cipated and which may or may not be desired. Thus, the status

object involved in an aspiration is a goal, whereas the status

object involved in an expectation need not be a goal. In

addition, just as the strength of the orientation toward the

dbject of an aspiration can vary, so also can the strength of

the orientation toward the object of an expectation. However,

in the ease of an expectation, the strength of orientation is

called certainty of expectation.

The separation of status orientation into aspiration and

expectation has been deemed "fruitful in providing for a more

comprehensive study of...orientations held blryouth than had

been accomplished previously,"
22

Furthermore, this distinc-

tion is one that had been adjudged necessary if any meaningful

22
Ohlendorf, cit., p. 86.
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understanding of orientation was to be obtained023 Beyand

yielding a better understanding of orientations the distinction

helped in codifying and synthesizing mudh of the research in

value orientations, a worthwhile contribution in itself024

Finally, there is much.past research which illustrates that

nany persons can and do distinguish between their aspirations

And.expectatiens025 An interesting note at this point is that

the evidence showing that persons differentiate aspiration

from expectation also indicates that, in general, expectations

are more "realistic" than are aspirations.
26

-oar references to the need to distinguish between
aspiration and expectation, see the following sources: Winiam
P. Kuvleskyand John T. Pelham, _....z.__::busOOccutionalStorie.ntatiens

of Rural Youths Structured Ahnotations and Evaluations of the

Researdh Literature (Department of Agricultural EConomics and

Sociology, Department Technical Report, No. 66-3), College

Station: Texas A&MUniversity, *Texas Agricultural Experiment

Station, Septeiber, 1966, Pp0 7-9; Kuvieskyand Bealer, "A

Clarification..0," (2.E cit., pp. 273-74; and Stephenson,

"Realism of Vocational Choice...," 22. cit., p. 483.

24Kuvlesky and Pelham, 92. cit.; and Kueesky and Bealer,

"A Clarification...," 92. oit.

25Richard M. Stephenson, "Mobility Orientation and Strati-

fication of 1,000 Ninth GiaderS,".A..j.mesjekcgAgElgg.B12ftlz
22 (April, 1957), pp. 204-12; Stephenson, "Realism of Vocational

Choice...," 92. cit.; and ETabick, 920 cit.

2411 those references cited in the previous footnote;

see especially-Stephenson, "Mobility Orientation...," 920 cit.
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In contrast to the abundance of empirical reports on status

orientations, that is, aspirations and expectations, a review

of research literature disclosed only a handful of studies which

investigated the relative intensity of aspirations and the

certainty of expectations027 And it is significant that these

studies all utilized either the same conceptual framework or

one very similar to that which will ba employed in thesis.

AlgclamOcmulegledjkla

Once the distinction is made between aspiration (that

which is desired) and expectation (that which is expected),

it is obvious that there maybe a lack of agreement between

them. Such a disagreement is termed anticipatory deflection,

whidh may vary both in nature and in degree. By nature of

deflection is meant the direction of the difference between

110111.111.11=MIAIP

27For recent studies of orientaticns including analysis of

intensity of aspiration and certainty of. expectation, see:

William P. Kuvlesky and John T. Pelhar, nommunity of Residence

Aspirations and EXpectations of Rural Youth: Implications for

Action," Paper presented at theAssociation of Southern Agri-

cultural Workers meetings in New Orleans, January 31, 1967;'

Ohlendorf, cit., Drabick, 920 cit. and Donald RO Kaldor,

et al., Occupational Plans of Iowa Farm Boys, Ames: Iowa

Agricultural Experiment Station, Research Bulletin 508,

September, 1962, pp. 623-24.
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aspiration and expectation. And, by degree of deflection is

meant the extent of the difference between aspiration and

expectation. Both nature and degree of deflection are discussed

below.

Anticipatory deflection, as indicated above is a derived

concept, arrived at by comparing aspiration with expectation.

The first consideration in this comparison is that of the nature

of deflection, that is, whether or not the expectation is

higher or lower than the aspiration. There are three possi-

bilities; (1) the expectation is the same as the aspiration,

in which ease no deflection exists; (2) or, the expectation

is higher than the aspiration, indicating that positive deflec-

tion exists; (3) and, finally, the expectation is lower than

the aspiration, indicating that negative defleation exists.

The second consideration in the comparison of,aspiration

and expectation, once nature of deflection has been determined,

is that of degree of deflection. Degree of deflection is deter-

Imined by taking the 'absolute difference between the levels of

the aspiratiOn,and of the expectation, regardless of direction

of deflecition. Both nature of deflection and degree or deflec-

tion must be taken together to fully describe anticipatory

deflection.

Anticipatory deflection, which relates aspiration and

expectation and represents a lack of congruity between what is
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desired and what is expected, has until recently usually been

reported on an aggregate basis, or not at all028

This dimension of status orientations appears to be

better studied for occupational goals than for educational

goals. There have been numerous researchers who report that

the extent of anticipatory deflection for a certain group from

its occupational goals is related with level of socio-economic

status in that the lowe; the SES, the greater the negative

deflection.
29 In addition, some evidence exists to show that

there are racial differences in the degree of anticipatory

deflection which is experienced; for example, Negro youth

experience a higher degree of anticipatory deflection than

white youth03° Little evidence exists to suggest that boys

28For exoeptions to this reporting on an aggregate basis

see: Thomas HQ Ntnalee, III, and Lawrence W. Drabick, Occu-

EgAgnAl Desirés ankkEltL4124g_2SE22-11111Jggli
School Seniors, Raleigh: North Carolina State Universit

DbpartmentsAstAgricaltural Education'and Rural Sociology,

Educational Research Series No. 3, June, 1965. For citations

of other studies making individual comparison, see Kuvlesky

and Pelham, "Occurational Status Orientations'of Rural

Youth...," 22,0

29See, for examplei Stephenson, "Mobility Orientation...,"

RE. cit.; Walter L. Slocum, Occupational-and Zducational Plans

of High. Schobl Seniors from Farm and Non-firm Homes Pialman:

Washington. Agricultural Experiment.Station, Bulletin. 564,

February, 1956. Other studies suppOrting.this'finding are listed

in Kuvleeky and Ohlendorf, 911.. cit., pp. 18-19, footnote 190

lunalbe and Drabick, fa. cit., pp. 9-10.
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experience anticipatory deflection to a greater extent than

do girls. Lastly, research on the correlates of anticipatory

deflection is nonexistent.

Earlier in this presentation mention was made of the fact

that the research in status orientations has been confused and

unsystematic, partially due to a confusion in terminology and

conceptualization. For example, Hyman studies value orienta-

tions and finds that they differ according to class.31 Merton

studies value orientations and determines that value orien-

tations are universal
..32

Then Stephenson researdhes value orien-

tations ind suggests that there is an element of truth in both

Hyman's and Merton's work; that is, Stephenson finds that youth,

regardless of class, have high desires, but that what they anti-

cipate differs according to class033 Ohlendorf and Ansen find .

that lower class youth have high levels of educational and

occupational aspirations and expectations.34 One could amass

31Herbert H. Hyman; "The Value Systems of Different Clasdes:.
A Social Psychological Contribution to the Analysis of Strati-
ficatiori," in Bendix and Lipset, Class, Status and Power, alt. cit.,
pp. 488-99.

32Merton, 22. cit., pp. l70-76.

33Stephenson, "Mobility Orientation...," a. cit., pp. 211-

34Ohlendorf, sm. cit., p. 78; Ameen, 22. cit., p. 70.

13.
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an abundance of research to support either argument. Pelham,

in analyzing the consistency of youth's value orientations,

arrived at conclusions which support the findings of Ohlendorf

and Ameen.35 And, thms, the research continues, offering no

clear conalusions and limiting the potential usefulness of the
I.

research.

Surtmary

Thus, KuVledity's and Healer's conceptual scheme, as

applied to this thesis problem, consists of the following

interrelated, but analytically distinct concepts:

a. occupational aspiration, or the job the respondent most

desires and which is therefore his occupational goal;

b, intensity of occupational aspiration, or the strength

of the respondent's desire for his occupational goal

relative to his,desire for other status-goals;

c. occupational expectation, or the job the respondent

anticipates obtaining, regardless of whether or not

the respondent desires that job;

d. certainty of occupational expectation, or how sure the

respondent is that he will have the job he anticipates;

and,

*elham, cmi. cite, ppe
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e. occupational anticipatory deflection, or the difference,

both in direction and extent, if any, between the job

the respondent desires and the ja he believes he will

have.

Taken together, these five elements compose an individual's occu-

pational status projectione

Generational Occupational Mobility Aspirations

An additional area to be investigated is that of generational,

or intergenerational, occupational mobility aspirations of

Mexican American youth. This area represents the combination of

the concepts of generational mobility and that of occupational

aspiration. Generational mobility is defined as the movement

between father and son, or children*
36 This thesis is concerned

wdth a specific type of generational mobility, ie e., occupational

movement between the father and the son037 That is, this

perspective views the respondent's level of occupational

aspiration in relation to the occupational status of his family

as indicated by the job of the respondent's head-of-household.

36.:Berelson a n d Steiner, 422. cit., p. 4600

37in some instances, the respondents did. not live with their
fathers; in these cases, the movement focused on is that
between head-of-household and respondent.
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A further modification that is made between studies of

generational mobility and the analysis to be performed here is

that this thesis will focus on the respondentsg aspirations for

generational mobility.38 The concept of aspiration was explained

in the preceding section and the same definition applies here.

Achievement in any area, the area of occupation, for

example, is dependent upon the possession of both the necessary

ability, and the motivation to reach the goal.39 However,

ability maybe retarded by a lack of motivation to gain what-

ever is instrumental for gaining onegs goals. Thus, most

attention would appear to be focused upon the goals and values

toward which individuals from the various strata are oriented.

Around this point of the value orientations of the different

strata of society, mudh controversy exists. On the one hand,

there exists a body of literature which purports that value

orientations follow class lines, and on the other, there exists

an equally sUbstantial literature which shows that value orien-

tations are not class bound.°

38A somewhat similar type of analysis was performed by

Stephenson, "JMobility Orientation...," .920 cit.

39Hyman, 920 cit., p. 490.

°For the most explicit statement of the former position,

see the article by Hyman cited in the preceding footnote. The

classic presentation of the latter position is perhaps that by

Merton, 211.. cit., pp4 131-39, 161-70c.
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Hawever, the aforementioned confusion in terminology and

conceptualization which exists in the study of value orienta-

tions again appears to limit the potential usefulness of the

research. That is, the researdh literature on generational

occupational mobility aspiration seems to offer no clear

conclusion. In those studies which do precisely and dlearly

differentiate between aspiration and expectation, there are

few actual studies of generational occupational mobility aspi-

tations, per se; rather, inferences about mobility orientations

are made on the basis of aggregate information contained within

the reports.4
I

Therefore, rather than choose a particular

viewpoint on value orientations and from it derive hypotheses to

be tested, this thesis mill use the conceptual framework desc-

ribed earlier (Which precisely separates aspiration fram expec-

tation) to investigate and report the mobility orientations of

Mexican American youth on an individual basis.

Job Values

The final area of analysis in this thesis will be concerned

with selected criteria'which are theoretically involved in the

Mt.110meo1
l
For an exception, see Stephenson, "Mobility Orientation...,"

Lop,. cit.; to some extent Stephenson's studY is questionable
because the instrument which was used for measuring aspiration
was considered ambiguous.
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occupational choice process. These criteria are variously

labeled njob values,u Djob preferences,0 nwork.conditions,"

and so forth, and are supposedly important considerations for

youth whon they choose an occupational goal* Various formu-

lations of what criteria are relevant in the process of occupa-

tional choice have been proposed, the most comprehensive of

which is probablythat created by Ellis and Tyler.42 Their

sdheme appears below, and as can be seen is divided into four

major sections: intrinsic features of the work taaks; extrinsic

features; extra-role considerations; and feasibility considera-

tions.

The intrinsic features comprise those criteria covering

the attractiveness of the work activity iself, whereas the

extrinsic features concern the benefits derived from the work.

The ntat section of criteria, extra-role considerations, Cover

both the institutional setting for work and also non-work

factors, for example, a particular living area* Feasibility

considerations, the last section of criteria, deals with the

individualls perceived chances of realizing specified work goals.

The scheme as proposed by Ellis and Tyler is as follows:

42Robert A. Ellis and Leona Tyler, ........12PlamedjaLgramBed

As ects of Occu ational Choicei 'ximolathsiIsyltullulantaux
oASscUtion, Eugene, Oregon: The University of

Oregon, DeceMber 15, 1967.



A. Intrinsic Features of the Work Task

1. Self fulfillment

B.

a. Creativity
b. Expression of interest in work
c. Work with head or ideas
d. Work with hands or tools

2. Social fulfillment

a, Service to others
b. Work with people
C. Beet interesting people

39 Power considerations

a. Autonomy
b. Leadership
c. Responsibility

Stimulation

a. Variety
b. Travel
c. Adventure

5, Work conditions

a9 Desirable conditions
b. Hours on the job
c. Safety
d. Ease of difficulty
e. Duration

Ektrinsic Rewards of Work

10 Status
2. Economic benefits
3* Fringe benefits'
4. Security
5. Schedule of payments

C. Mctra-Role Considerations

1. Work setting
2. Non-work considerations

DI Egulg=
1. Self appraisal
2 t Assessment of the opportunity structwe

30
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These elements of orientation should be investigated as

theory and research would suggest that these elements play an

important part in the process of selecting an education*" A

complete understanding of occupational aspirations cannot be

obtained-unless such areas as job values are investigated.

Recent research has indicated that individuals can be

oriented toward and can have goals for particular work condi-

tions that are not in a direct manner relevant to status evalu-

ation in a hierarchial manner044 In the current United States

society, much is said about the "cadh-register" orientation

that seemingly prevails among most modern American youth, where-

by youth ahoose occupations on the basis of what they will

45
return in the way of monetary reward* In their study, the

researchers found that students gave greater emphasis to self-

fulfillment, interpersonal satisfactions, and security than to

money, status, freedom fram supervision, and possibility of

avirso. 0.01.111.100..1100011

43
See, for example, the following sources: Morris

Rosenberg, paguallag.Atid Valdes, Glencoe: The Free Press, 1957;
David Krech, Richard S. Crutchfield, and Egerton LQ Ballachey,
IndiVidual in Societ New /brk: McGraw-Hill Book Compamy, Inc.,

1 2, pp. 130-3 ; and Kuvlesky and Bealer, "A Clarification...,"
22. cit., pp. 267-71.

44John B. Edlefsen and Martin Jay. Crowe, ItgassT2.9299,-
'national Aspiratibns, Pullman: Washington Agricultural Everiment
Station, BulleanD, 1960. See also the researah byRosenberg,
22. cit.

45Leo Gurko, Heroes Hi hbrowa and the Po ular Mind
New /brk: Bobbs-Merrill, 1933, pp. 9-70.
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exercising leadership. In addition, three major clusters of

job value orientation were found - -"people oriented,"

"extrinsic reward oriented," and "self expression oriented"

which were associated with types of occupation desired bythe

respondents. Another interesting finding from this researdh

was the Observation that although job values influence the selec-

tion of an occupation, there is also a tendency-for the occupation

which is selected to influence and determine the job values of

the individual. However, thelatter case, occupation desired

influencing the individual's job values, is the rarer of the

two phenomena. Furthermore, in cases of inconsistent occupa-

tional aspirations and job values, changes in either aspdrations

or values occurred over time so that greater consistency pre-

vaned, with .the predominant tendency being for aspirations to

change rather than job values46

Falis and Tyler, whose classification of job considerations

appeared earlier, base part of their researdh on Rosenberg's,

as maybe evidenced by the use of some of the same considerations;

however, the work by Ellis and Tyler is an exbension of and is

more comprehensive than that by Rosenberg04
7

In their research,

Ellis and Tyler found that their list of job values discriminates

between youth known to have different orientations toward their

future occupational roles. In addition, the instrument used by

"This researdh project is reported in Rosedberg, cit.

47Ellis and Tyler, gm,0 cite



these researchers is deemed useful in predicting differential

behavior in youth with similar socioeconomic backgroundsv

Along lines similar to the studies by Rosenberg and Ellis

and Tyler, this thesis will include a brief descriptive analysis

of how Mexican American youth responded to questions on the

impbrtance of selected job waues in relation to their occupa-

tional aspirations,' The job values selected for this purpose

do not cover the entire range of values as formulated by

Ellis and Tyler, nor are they the same values employed by

Rosenberg.,'Rather, the values to be studied here are chosen

from only those related to the intrinsic and extrinsic features

of the work task. Those values which are considered in this

thesis will be studied in an attempt to ascertain their

significance for the occupational status orientations of the

respondents(' Finally, these job values will be related with

the respondent's occupational aspirations to see if patterning

exists.

Mexican American Literature

As noted earlier, researdh literature on Mexican Americans

is obsolete, unsystematic, of the impressionistic variety, or

some combination of the preceding() There are few recent

studies of the occupational orientations of Mexican, Americanso
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Of those studies that do exist, the confusion in terminology

and variability in methods and procedures renders the studies

not entirely comparable, despite the similar findings of these

studies .

In a, study of the status orientations of Mexican American

male high school students in Lansing, Michigan, De Hoyos employed

"idealistic" and "realistic" measurps_of levels of occupational

aspiration; these two categories appear roughly similar to those

of "aspiration" and "expectation0"48 De Hoyos reports that,

idealistically, slightly more than half of the respondents had

"high levels" of occupational aspiration, while only one-twentieth

had "low 3nvels0" The realistic measure produced similar results,

the differences being that fewer respondents reported high levels

of aspirations and more reported low levels.

Manuel, in a report on Mexican American youth of the

Southwest, indicates that there are relatively few differences

between the occupational aspirations of males and females()
49

48Arturo De Hoyos, "Occupational and Educational Levels
of Aspiration of Mexican American Youth." Unpublished Ph0D0

dissertatior, Michigan State University, l96lo

49Herschel T. Manuel, Spanish-S Cl...._Linren of the

Southwest: Their Education and the Public Welfare, Austin:
University of Texas PrZZ 37--63;

1
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He reports nearly equal proportions of both sexes, about two-

fifths, desired professional and managerial jobs. Approximately

half of the females desired secretarial and clerical jobs, while

one-fourth of the males aspired to skilled jobs. Manuel indicates

that the expectations for these respondents were much lower than

their aspirations, but, exzept for the professional and managerial

eategory, he does not report the proportions.

In a Los Angeles study of Mexican American male high

school seniors, Heller reports that a little more than one-third

of the respondents aspired to professional or semiprofessional

occupations.50 Heller contimues to say that when social class

of the respondents is controlled, Mexican Americans differ only

slightly from Anglo Americans.

Generational occupational mobility aspirations are reported

by De Hops and Haller, and both report these on an aggregate

rather than individual basis. De Hops found that two-thirds

of his respondents° fathers had low occupational levels, but

that none of the respondents idealistioly or realisticly desired

similar occupations051 In addition, De Hoyos observed that

although only three percent of the respondents° fathers had 'high

'level occupations, approximately half of the respondents desired

such jobs. Finally, Hellergs findings on generational occupational

50Celia S. Heller, .......,MexicsarAmeirs.For:otten
Youth at the Crossroads, New York:RandomHouse,1966.

51De Hoyos, .kat. cit.
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mobility aspirations for the Los Angeles youth were almost

identical to those made by De Hoyos.52

Research Obj ectives

This thesis represents the first known attempt to utilize

the multi-dimensional framework described above for the study

of the occupational orientations of Mexican American youth.

The researdh.objectives of this thesis can be divided into

three sections: occupational status projections; generational

occupational mobility aspirations; and job values No research

hypotheses are formulated. Furthermore, although there will be

comparisons"made between males and females, no statistical tests

of significande will be utilized. The following questions are

put forth to guide analysis: What occupational value orien-

tations are held by. MAsTican American youth? What differences

are there between males and females of this ethnic category/

Eadh of the threa general areas of investigation is elaborated

below.

In studying the occupational status projections of Mexican

American youth, attention is focused specifically upon the

following:

52Heller, cite
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1. Aspirations

a. Goal Levels
13,.. Intensity of aspiration

2. EXpectations

a. Anticipated levels
b. Certainty of expectation

3. Anticipatory deflection

a. Nature of deflection
b. Degree of deflection

In the next section of analysis, Mexican American youth's

occupational aspirations will be compared with the occupational

status of the respondents' fathers or with, heads-of-household,

as the case may. warrant. In this manner, the youth's genera-

tional occupational mobility aspirations may be obtained.

And in the final section of analysis, the importa.nce of

selected job value's, theoretically important considerations in

the occupational choice process, as related to the occupational

aspirations of the Mexican American youth studied will be

determined.



CHAPTER III

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

This thesis is derived' from a larger research project

entitled "Hunan Resource Development and Mobility in the Rural

South which is sponsored by the Texas Agricultural EXperiment

Station and the Cooperative State Research Service of the

United States Department of Agriculture01 The objective of

the overall project is to study various aspects of the devel-

opment and decision-making processes of people in the rural

South. This thesis contributes to the larger research effort

by focusing on the occupational orientations of Mexican

American youth.

Source and Collection of Data

Source of data

38

The data for this thesis were obtained from a population

of high school sophomores in two Southwest Texas counties and

two South Texas counties* These four countiesDimmit, Maverick,

Starr, and Zapatawere selected for study because they have

relatively high proportions of Mexican Americans and low-income

1Project S-61 is being carried on in several of the southern
states. The project in Texas is under the leadership of William
P. Kuvlesky, Department of Agricultural Economics and Sociology.
Support for this thesis was provided as a contribution to the
larger study.
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families residing in them as campared to Texas and the United

States as a whole. In addition, three of the counties--the

exception is Maverick County--have relatively high proportions

of rural populations, again as compared with the state and the

nation* Three of the counties are along the Rio Grande, border-

ing on Mexico, and the fourth county is contiguous to one of the

counties bordering on the river. Detailed information on the

study counties is presented in Appendix A; comparison are made

between the counties and the state and nation along several

selected socio-econamic variables. Also included in Appendix

A is information on the high schools from which the respondents

were chosen and selected social background information on the

respondents themselves.

These four counties were judged suitable for this thesis's

purposes in that they* mmt the criterion of having large propor-

tions of Mexican Anerican population. In addition, the counties

met the de ss of the larger research project, of which this

thesis is a part, in that the respondents are from economically

depressed and primarily rural areas in Texas02

To summarize, in all four counties, agricultural production

is a major source of income; other sources of income area, to a
111=1,411

2Maverick County was the only exception in that its popu-
lation is predominantly urban with about three-fourths of the
residents living in Eagle Pass which has a population over
12,000.
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lesser extent, oil production and tourism. Agricultural

employment accounts for the major portion of the labor force

in the counties, and the skilled labor force is mudh smaller

than the unbkilled labor force. With the exception of Maverick

County, the study counties have relatively large proportion of

the population in rural areas, and Zapata County is all rural.

Furthermore, all four cOunties have exceptionally large

proportions of Mexican Americans and low income families living

in them.

The nature of the sdhools which the respondents attend is

an important variable which must be given consideration.

Although only seven sdhools are involved, considerable variation

exists between the sdhools, in size, in the nature of the stu-

dents attending, in types of curricula available, and in

numerous other characteristics. For example: the range in sfte

of sophomore class was from 26 to 261 students; one bigh sdhool

was experiencing complete de facto segregation of Mexican American

and Anglo students; the same high school reported that it had

only one general curricUlun to offer wbile another bad a complete

array; one 'high school principal reported a 70 percent dropout

rate by the sophomore year whereas another principal indicated

that his school had less than a one percent dropout rate through

the entire elementary and secondary program; and so on)

3For additional information on the sdhools included in this
study, see Appendix A.
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This thesis is concerned with only the Mexican American

youth enrolled as sophomores in the schools described above

during the spring of 1967; these youth accounted for nine-tenths

of all the sophomores enrolled in these schools at the time.

Most of these Mexican American students were from relatively

large families in Nhich the major money earner was the respon-

dent's father. About half of the students were from families

in which the major earner had a low level occupation; for the

most part, these persons were employed as farm laborers or

laborers. Only a tenth of the Mexican American respondents

had a head-of-household employed in a professionalor managerial

role. The vast majority of the respondents were from a family

in which both their parents were present, and in which the

respondent's mother did not work outside the household; only

a third of the respondents reported that their mothers either

worked or were looking for work outside the household. The most

striking feature about the Mexican American respondents' families

was the law level of educational achievement on the part of the

reispondents' parents; more than three-fourths of the students

indicated that both parents had less than a high school education.

Collection of data

The field schedule was constructed and pretested by

administeUng it to selected Negro and white boys and girls
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attending high school in Bryan and College Station during the

summer of 1965. After pretesting, an 18-page questionnaire was

constructed for field interviews of high school students in

selected East Texas counties.
4

Data was gathered from these

East Texas counties and in two other Southern states in the

spring of 1966, and following this collection of data the

questionnaire was dhortened and modified to its present form.5

The data for this thesis were gathered in May 1967 by

means of group interviews in the selected sdhools. The inter-

views were conducted by trained graduate students, one of whom

read each stimulus question aloud as the respondents answered

the question06 Names and addresses of the respondents were

collected, but care was taken to insure that the respondents

and their responses remained confidential. That the responses

4FOr further information on the earlier questionnaire used
in the East Texas study, see George 144 Ohlendorf, "Educational
Orientations of Rural Youth in Selected Low-Income Counties
of Texas," Master's thesis, Texas A&M University, 1967, p. 37;
and John To Pelham, "An Analysis of Status Comistency of the
Projected Frames of Reference: A Racial Comparison of Males
in Selected Low-Income Areas of the Rural South," Easter's
thesis, Texas Agall University, 1968, pp. 38-394.

5The questionnaire was shortened to a standard length of
11 pages; however, as Mexican Americans were to be the focal
point of this thesis, a twelfth page was included to obtain
certain additional information on this group. This addition
appears in Appendix B.

6.4. 00 Haller, among others, has pointed out that data
obtained in a manner similar to that employed here maybe influ-
enced by the interview situation. In order to minimize any
influence the interviewers may have had on the students' respon-
ses, the interviewers were introduced as respresentatives of
Texas A&M University who were studying youth in Texas.



would be kept confidential was explained to the school

officials and students before administering the questionnaires.

The amount of time for administration of the questionnaire

ranged fram 35 minutes to 70 minutes; care was taken to

administer the questionnaire at a pace best suited to the

particular group of students invdlved in the interview*

Questionnaires were completed by 669 students of the 765

sophomores who were enrdlled in their respective school3 At the

time of the interview. High school sophomores were selected,

in this instance, at least, primarily for the sake of convenience.

That is, sophomores had been used in previous studies; therefore,

the selection process was Dshaped" by-prior decisions. In the

case of previous studies, sophomores were Chosen because the

researChers assumed a priori that at this age students have

Chosen a high school curriculum and that most of the potential

dropouts would still be in school.7 However, these assumptions

are questionable, especially in the schools encountered in the

study counties upon which this thesis draws.

Only-those students who were present on the day-the inter-

view was sCheduled were included; no attempt was made to contact

7See, for example, Ohlendorf, stn. cit., and Pelham, Ian. cit.
The basic instrument was developed by a Southern Regional S-61
Project subcommittee composed of AES representatives from
Mississippi, South Carolina, Louisiana, Georgia, Texas, and
North Carolina,



students who were absent?8 This thesis will concern itself

with Vie responses of only-the 596 Mexican American students

Who participated in the interviews; of these Mexican American

respondents, there were 290 males and 306 females. Of those

students not included in this thesis, there were three Negroes

and 70 Anglos (i. e., neither Mexican American nor Negro).

Indicators and Measurements

Only-a small portion of the responses contained in the

questionnaire are analyzed in this thesis. The questions

indicating ethnic membership, sex, occupational status projec-

tions, and job vitlues were utilized. These questions are

excerpted from the questionnaire and presented in Appendix B.

The specific indicators and measurements are explained below.

Ethnic membershtp

Ethnic meMbership was determined by using the responses

to faur separate questions which asked the respondent to give

his name, to indicate whether or net he is of Spanish-American

ancestry, to indicate the language he uses in various social

VNIMINIWO...exisre

8For a distribution of students by school, bythOse enrolled,
and by those who answered the questionnaire, see AmenxlixA.
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situations, and to indicate the birth place of his parents. The

respondent9s surname was then compared to those which are

generally judged to indicate Spanish American or Mexican

American heritage; this method of identification parallels

that used by. the Bureau of the Census.9 The indicators on

language and parents° birth place were used only as secondary

cheeks. The method of identification described above is felt

to be better than any single indicator of ethnicity, such as the

Census Bureau's use only of surnames. However, the method of

identification employed in this thesis, or for that matter, my

method to identify Mexican Americans cannot insure co4lete

10
accuracy.

Responses indicating occupational aspirations were elicited

through the use of an open-ended question which instructed the

student to specify the occupation he would most desire as a

lifetime job if he were completely free to choose. The

011M.11111~1.011M0.0

9U. S. Bureau of the Census, 22.13....a.nsuLogloRgs:
so eats Re rts. Persons of S..nish Surname. Final

Report PC 2 -1B. Wadhington, D. C.: Government Printing
Office, 1963, pp. VI-XII.

1Pror a discussion of alternative methods of identifying
this ethnic group and the problems inherent in these methods,
see Ibid.
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respondent was encouraged to be specific about the occupation

he desired and to describe it as fully as possible. The stimu-

lus question was worded so that the student would have a choice

relatively free from any personal limiting factors or other

realities in his particular situation. Furthermore, it was

believed that use of the word "lifetime" would draw out the

persongs ultimate occupational goal, The respondents° answers

to this open-ended question were classified according to the

scheme which is presented and discussed later in this chapter.

Intensity of aspiration toward occupational goal was

ascertained with an instrument composed of seven status goals and

a stimulus question which instructed the respondent to rank the

attainment of these goals in order of importance to him. The

relative importance assigned to the occupational goal is

considered to be a measure of intensity for that goal. The

possible range in scor$w is 1 to 7; and the lower the score,

the stronger the intensity of aspiration for that goal. For

purposes of analysis, the scores will be grouped in the

follawing manner: strong (1-2), intermediate (3-5), and

weak (6-7) 0/1 The scores will be grouped in this manner so as

11Ths is a modified version of another scale reported by
Leonard Reissman, "Levels of Aspiration and Soclal Class,"

AollaulAgs121204_0139212E9 18 (June, 1953), ppv 23342°

et'
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to obtain more meaningful categories for interpreting the

findings. This mode was Chosen bemuse the respondents are

forced to assign priorities to the list of goals, thus

enabling an analysis of the importance of certain goals.

Occupational

Responses indicating occupational expectations were obtained

through the use of another open-ended question which instructed

the student to specify the occupationheactually expects to have

most of his life. Again, the student was encouraged to be spe-

cific about the occupation he anticipated, describing the job

in detail if necessary. The wording of the question was suCh

that the occupation indicated would, it was asstmed, be one

whioh reflected any personal or social restrictions experienced

by the student. That is, the respondent would indicate the

occupation 'he anticipated in view of the "realities" of his

situation. Once more, the word "lifetime" is assumed to evoke

the person°s long ran or ultimate occupational attainment.

Again, the respondents° arswers were classified according to the

scheme which appears later in this chapter.

Certainty of expectation was ascertained with a stimulus

question which instructed the respondent to indicate how certain

he was of adhieving his expected occupation* The respondent was
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to circle one of five alternatives representing varying degrees

of certainty along a Likert-type scale. ,The degrees of certainty

ranged from very certain to uncertain, and, for purposes of the

analysis to be done in this thesis, /ere left in the original

eategories. This method of measurement was selected beeause

it was the best abailable scheme to determine relative certainty

by discriminating between these various degrees. A major

disadvantage associated with this type of scale is that it has

been noted not to fully discern between degrees of certainty.

AnticiakimukaatOjla

Anticipatory deflection will be determined by comparing

the measures of occupational aspiration and occupational expec-

tation levels. If incongruency exists between these measures,

then anticipatory deflection is said to exist. The types of

deflection which are possible are positive deflection and nega-

tive deflection. Positive deflection exists if the expected

occupation ishigherthan the desired occupation; negative

deflection exists if the expected occupation is lower than the

desired occupation. Another measure to be used in relation to

anticipatory deflection is degree of deflection, which will be

measured by subtracting the difference in the two points on the

scales for occupational aspiration and expectation; the scales

for occupational aspiration and expectation are discussed at a
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later point in this Chapter. The extent of deflection may be

reflected by considering bath nature of deflection, positive

or negative, and degree of deflection, the absolute difference

between aspiration and expectation.

Generational occupational m21211=_EmimIkEll

For analysis on this aspect, it is necessary to obtain,

first, an occupational aspiration xor the respondent, and, second,

an indication of the occupation held by the respondent's father--

or head-of-household as the case maybe. The respondent's

Alcupational aspiration will already have been obtained, as

described above, and this same measure can be used again in

this section of analysis. In obtaining an indication of the occu-

pation held by the respondent's father or head-of-household,

the respondent was first.instructed to identify the major money

earner in his famay. The major money earner was assumed to

also be the hea&of-household; and, as it turned out, in the

majority of the respondents' household, the head-of-household

(major money earner) was the respondent's father. Next, the

student was adked to indicate the occupation of his family's

head-of-household, and, as in other questions concerning occu-

pations, the student was instructed to give a specific occupation*

Filially, mobility aspiration will be measured by comparing the
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measures of the respondent's occupational aspiration level and

his head's-ofAlousehold current occupational levele12 This

measure of the respondents° occupational aspirations provides

a relative, but perhaps more meaningful, evaluation of level

of aspiration because this measure ties aspiration to the

occupational status of the respondent's family.

Job values

Data on the importance of selected work conditions which

are theoretically relevant in the process of choosing an occu-

pational goal were obtained with an instrument composed of six

variables chosen from the typology of job values created by

Ellis and Tyler. Half of these six variables concern intrinsic

features of the work activity; these three features are service

to others, autonomy, and adventure. The other half of the

variables on which data wwe gathered are related to the extrin-

sic features; these features include status, econamic benefits,

11,41~11/1010011/1~0

12This method of analyzing inter-generational mobility or
inter-generational mobility aspirations is not without its problems.
Lipset and Bendix point out that this method of comparison is
not specific for age, thus one father maybe reported at the
height of his career while another has not yet reached his peak.
Furthermore, this method of analysis focuses upon one particular
period of a person's career which is not necessarily represen-
tative of one's occupational status. For a discussion of inter-
generational mobility analysis, see Seymour H. Lipset and
Reinhard Bendix, Social Mailit in Industrial Societ , Berkelgy:
University of California Press, 1959, pp. 182-999
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and security. As indicated, only six of the entire twenty-

seven job features formulated by Ellis and Tyler will be studied.

Furthermore, the six variables selected for study represent

only the intrinsic and entrinsic features of the work task; no

provisions were made to study-the "extra-role" and "feasibility"

considerations as suggested.

The instrument had a stimulus question which directed the

respondent to indicate how important each feature is for the job

he desires. For each feature indluded in the instrument, the

respondent could indicate one of four degrees of importance,

from none to very much. From these responses, a wighted mean

score of importance will be computed for each job value, and,

based upon these mean scores, the job values included for analysis

will be rank ordered by importance. The use of a weighted mean

score to rank the job values is the only measurement that can be

employed as the respondents were not instructed to rank the job

values in relation to their occupational goals.

The next technique of analysis which will be utilized will

be to compute weighted mean scores of importance for eadh job

value and by each occupational aspiration category. In this way,

the job values can be rank ordered in terms of importance for eadh

type of occupational aspirant; hence, if differences existed in

the value patterns of persons who desired qualitatively different

jobs, this procedure should exhibit these differences.
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Occupational classification scheme

The responses on occupational aspiration, occupational

expectation, and occupation of respondent's head-ofhousehold

were all classified according to a modified form of the Census

sdheme.13 This method was dhosen primarily because of its wide

use; 1 4 hence, the method permits better comparison of findings

from various studies. The first Change made in the Census sdheme

consisted of dividing the classification "professional, tedhnical,

and kindred" into t!high professional," "low professional," and

"glamorous." The category "high professional" refers .to those

occupations usually demanding degrees above the bachelor's,

for example, doctor, lawyer, and college professor. "Law

professional" denotes those occupations for Which the educational

requirement is normally only a baChelor's degree, for instance,

registered nurse, elementary sChool teadher, and so on. The

"glamour" category comprises those occupations having a glamorous

13The Census scheme is in Classified_Index of Occupations
and 1 dustries, U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, 19 O.

14This same scheme was used in the following: Bilquis AO
Ameen, "Occupational Status Orientations and Perception of
Opportunity: A Racial Comparison of Rural Youth from
Depressed Areas," Master's thesis, Texas A&M University, 1968;
and William P. Kuvlesky and George W. Ohlendorf, "Occupational
Status Orientations of Negro Boys: A Rural-Urban Comparison,"
Paper presented at the Rural Sociological Society. meetings,
Miami Beach, Florida, Amgust, 1966.
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connotation and those which are sometimes associated with

personal ability rather than with achievement; examples of this

type of occupation include entertainer, athlete, actor, and

similar occupations,

A further modification to the Census sdheme vas to collapse

the classes "clerical and kindred workers" and usales workers"

into the one category "clerical and sales"; this modification

was justified because of the similar nature of the occupations

in these categories, In addition, the "farm owner and manager"

responses were included in the managerial category because few

respondents indicated farm owner or manager as an aspiration

(N=4) or an expectation (N=9)0 The last Change was to include

the responses pertaining to enlisted military and law enforcement

jobs in the classification "operatives and kindred" rather than

placing such responses in "craftsmen" and "operatives," respec-

tively, as does the Census,

Thus, the occupational categories to be used in this thesis,

in rank order, are as follows:

00 No information, or "Don't Know"

1, High Professional

20 Low Professional

3, Glamour

40 Owner, Nhnager, Official

5 0 Clerical and Sales
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6. Skilled

7. Operatives

8. Unskilled

9. Housewife, and Other

Additional advantages to using the above scheme are that it

permits noting differences among relatively high-level goals

which would otherwise be missed, and, secondly, the finer

distinctions made between categories allows detecting antici-

patory deflection among high goal and expectation levels.

Data Processing

The data on the questionnaires were transferred to Fortran

coding forms and then punched into Hollerith IBM cards. The

forms and cards were independently verified. A random check

of forms and cards disclosed an error rate of less than one

percent for each item. Facilities of the Texas A&M University

Data Processing Center were utilized to obtain frequency distri-

bution and percentage distribution tables to be used in the

analysis of the data*

Because the purpose of this thesis.is to describe this

population as fully as possible within the limits set forth above,

data mill be presented jointly for both the male and female

respondents, Past research in the area of status orientations
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has indicated that differences do exist between the orientations

of males and females of other groups, thus, there most likely will

also be differences noted for the Mexican American males and

females. However, since the primary concern of this thesis

is to provide descriptive information in an area where little

exists, no statistical tests for statistically significant differ-

ences will be made.
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CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS: OCCUPATIONAL ORIENTATIONS

The objectives of this chapter are to investigate the nature

of occupational orientations as held by Mexican American youth,

noting differences between male and female respondents. The

findings are presented separately by sex in each of the three

areas of analysis which were discussed in Chapter II; and, the

analysis presented here will include all those variables previously

discussed.

Occupational Status Projections

Goal levels

An examination of the respondentsg preferences for qualita-

tively differentiated categories of jobs reveals that the

majority of both Mexican American males and females indicated

a desire for the high occupational categories, as approximately

half of eadh group had occupational aspiratioris Which were in the

professional eategories, Table le.. However, occupations in the

"law professional" category were':dhosen to a mudh greater extent

than were occuliations in.the "high professional" category. More

than twice as many Mexican Americans desired jobs in the profes-

sional categories as aspired to jobs in either the clerical and
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sales category, or the skilled category. By comparison,

relatively few Mexican Americans aspired to jdbs in the glamour,

managerial, operatives, and unskilled categories, as the total

number of youth who desired jobs in these categories was less

than two-fifths of the Mexican Americans studied.

In order to more lucidly depict the levels of occupation

desired by Mexican Americans, the original nine occupational

categories were collapsed into three broader levels, as shown in

Table 2.1 As can be seen, the majority of the youth studied had

high occupational goals, while only a third of the youth had

intermediate goals, and relatively few, one-twentieth, had low

occupational goals,

The tendency to aspire to high levels of occupation was

similar for both males and females; however, important differences

'The first three occupational categories--high professional,
low professional, and glamour--were coMbined to form the "high"

level occupational class. The "intermediate" level comprises
the managerial, clerical and sales, and skilled jobs. Operatives,

unskilled, a sometimes housewife, were combined to form the

"low" level occupational class. According to some researchers in

the field of occupation, the resulting three goal levelsc.6high,

intermediate, and lowewere considered an improvement upon more
often used two--class occupational categories; see for example

William P. KuVlesky and George W. Ohlendorf, "Occupational Status

Orientation of Negro Boys: A Rural-Urban Camparison." Paper

read at the Rural Sociological Society Meetings, Miami Beadh,

Florida, August, 1.9660
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did exist. For example, within the categories of professional

jobs, a slightly greater proportion of females than males desired

these types of jobs. Despite this, males desired high professional

jobs at a rate four times that of females, Table 1. Other

differences were that larger proportions of the males than of

females desired jobs in the managerial, skilled, operatives, and

unskilled categories. Conversely, a larger proportion of the

Anales aspired to clerical and sales jobs than did the males.

Differences between males' and femalesg occupational aspirations

can perhaps be partially explained by the nature of the jobs

placed in a particular occupational classification. Indeed, an

examination of the broad levels of occupational goals indicate

only slight differences between males and female respondents,

Table 2.

Intensity of as iration

Mexican American youthls intensity of aspiration was

generally strong for both males and females, Table 2, gore than

two-thirds of eadh group indicated a strong desire for their

occupational goals, and extremely small proportions of either

sex indicated weak desires. Differences between males and

females were inconsequential, as the only noticeable differences

were that proportionately more females than males had strong

desires for their occupational goals while proportionately more

males than females had intermediate desires.



Table 1. Occupational Aspirations of Mexican American Males
and Females.

m....omIMIII..mnl..11IMaII11MMIMNIms.IPMIMMINI1Mol1.MaIMw.uMO.41nnaII.MmmOaur..

Occupational
Aspiration

59

Males
(N=.279)

Females
(N=300)

Total

(N=579)

High Professional

LOW Professional

Glamour

Managerial

Clerical and Sales

Skilled

Operatives

Unskilled

Housewife, Other

some...111.11=0alsinomIMINmalmirmillirirolimmmon.

Total

U4MIIMIMIWWMGMMJIMPW

13

35

6

8

9

20

4

5

0

Percent

3

51

6

1

29

7

1

0

2

8

44

6

4

19

13

2

3

1

100 100 100

No Information, Don't Know 11

WM.111011=1111110MIIr

6 17
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Table 2, Occupational Aspiration Levels of Mexican American
Males and Females,

Occupational
Level

Males
(N=279)

Females Total
(N=300) (N=579)

High

Intermediate

Low

54

37

9

Percent

60

37

3

58

36

6

Total 100 100 100

No Information, Don't Know 11 6 17

Table 3. Intensity of Occupational Aspiration of Mexican
American Males and Females,

Intensity Males
(N=288)

Strong

Int ermediat e

Weak

MIIMMWM MMMMM 11r.

69

29

2

Females Total
(N=305) (N=593)

Percent

72

24

4

71

26

3

Total 100 100 100

No Response 2 1 3
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AntLgeKkadlnels

The occupations that the Mexican American youth expected

to attain were not as concentrated as wwe their occupational goals;

as shown, the youth's expectations ranged over the entire scale,

Table 4. Despite this, more than one-third of the respondents

expected to attain professional type jobs; and, as with aspirations,

those respondents who expected low professional jobs were a substan-

tially greater proportion than those expecting high professional

jobs. A smaller proportion of the respondents, about one-fourth,

expected to have clerical and sales jobs, while slightly less than

onefifth expected skilled jobs. As was the ease with occupational

aspirations, relatively few Mexican Americans expected to attain

jobs in the glamour, managerial, operatives, and unskilled cate-

gories, the total for these categories being approximately one-

fifth of the respondents.

Of interest is the observation that the jobs Mexican Americans

indicated for aspirations and expectations followed similar patterns.

For example, in terms of proportions of respondents, professional

jobs were most frequently indicated and operative jobs were least

often indicated for both aspirations and expectations. The only

exception to this patterning is that the positions of managerial

and glamour jobs were reversed for expectations.



Table 4e, Occupational EXpectations of Mexican American Males
and Females Q

Occupational
Expectation

High Professional

Low Professional

Glamour

62

Males
(N=279)

Females Total
(N=300) (N=579)

Percent

6 2 4

31 31 31

3 3 3

1 6

41 27

8 16

6 1 3

7 2 4.

o 11 6

Managerial 12

Clerical and Sales 11

Skilled 24

Operatives

Unskilled

Housewife, Other

Total 100 100 100
4m...011..I.MMO1.0lmelon

No Information, Don't Knaw 11

.111.1ftramamogi.......
6 17
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As was done with aspirations, the Mexican Americans' occupa-

tional expectations were collapsed into three broad occupational

levels. This manipulation shows that less than four-tenths of

the respondents expected to have high level jobs as their life-

time ocaupations, mkal. In addition, half of the respondents

had intermediate expectations and more than one-tenth had low

expectations.

Males and females had similar expectations in that one-third

of eadh sex indicated professional jobs as their occupational

expectations; beyond this similarity, however, several significant

differences existed, Table 40 For male respondents, the ranking

of occupational categories, in terms of proportions of male

respondents expecting to attain them, was professional, skilled,

and managerial jobs in that order. For females, a markedly

different ranking, in terms of proportions of female students,

was observed, as the first three categories were clerical and

sales, professional, and housewife.

As was Observed with aspirations, males expected to attain

MO, professional jobs at a rate three times that of females,

although equal proportions of both sexes expected law profes-

sional jobs. Three times as great a proportion of males than

females expected skilled jobs; and proportionatelytwelve times

as many males than females expected managerial jobs. On the

other hand, four times as many females as males, proportionately,
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Table 5, Occupational Expectation Levels of Mexican American
Males and Females.

=1....m.M116111M1111MMOR

Occupatioral
Level

Males
(N=279)

Females
(N=300)

Total
(N=579)

High

Intermediate

Low

ko

47

13

Percent

36

50

38

49

13

Total

.11111.11..11
100 100

1,m.,.11=1.1111.1111.11111V
No Information, Don't Know 6

100

17
0.110.0.11m011111merlem.10 V.M11MIMM.P.MMIMV.MMIA.OMNIWYMOMIi.S1104IM

Table 6. Certainty of Occupational Expectation of Mexican
American Males and Females

Certainty Males

(N=279)
Females Total
(N=297) (N=576)

Very certain

Certain

Not very certain

Uncertain

Very uncertain

Total

No Response

....... percent

10

26

54

7

3

25

58

8

2

8

26

56

3

100 100

9 20
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expeated clerical and sales jobs. Small proportions of either

sex expected to attain operative and unskilled jobs; hawever,

the rate for males expeating these categories was three times

that of females.

By collapsing the youth's expectations into three broad

occupational levels, one observes that only slight differences

existed between males and females in the level of their expec-

tations, Atlel. Slightly more than a third of each sex had

high levels of expectations, While about half of both males and

females bad intermediate levels. Approximately one-tenth of each

sex had two levels of occupational expectations*

Ce...itairrations

An examination of the data in Table 6 reveals that only a

minority of the respondents fat any degree of oartainty about

their job expectations. On the other hand, even fewer respon-

dents were "uncertain" or "very uncertain" of their expectations*

Further examination of the data in Table 6 indicates no major

differences between males and females on certainty of expec-

tations.

AttlellmkarLAWAtliva

Anticipatory deflection, as indicated earlier, is an

individual measure, arrived at by comparing the individual's
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aspiration with his expectation. As evidenced bythe data in

21214112, slightly less than two-thirds of the Mexican American

youth were not experiencing anticipatory deflection; in other

words, two-thirds of the youth stadied fully expected to adhieve

their occupation. goals. Of those youth Who were deflected from

their occupational goals,the majority-were experiencing negative

anticipatory deflection; youth negatively deflected accounted

for three-fourths of those deflected. Finally, only a small

proportion, less than one-tenth, of the youth were positively

deflectedthat is, expected to achieve occupations higher than

their goals.

Practivilly no differences in nature of deflection existed

between males and females, MAI. As Shawn, approximately

two-thirds of eadh sex were nat deflected, while about three-

tenths of eadh were negatively deflected and less than one-tenth

of each were positively deflected.

The major differences between males and females in regards

to anticipatory deflection existed among those who were negatively

deflected. Among male respondents experiencing negative

deflection, those deflected one or two degrees were proportionately

equal to those deflected three or more degrees, T±4212.2.0 But for

females experiencing negative deflection, those deflected three

or more degrees were a substatnailly greater proportion than those

deflected one or two degrees, In addition, the distribution for
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for females included one more degree of negative deflection than

did the distribution for males. Thus, the major difference between

tile two groupings was that females tended to experience a greater

degree of negative deflection.

A logical assumption, based upon the nature of the occupa-

tional classification scheme employed, about anticipatory donee-
'

tion is that direction and degree of deflection varies according

to occupational aspiration, in addition, same research has been

performed which supports this assumption.2 In order to determine

if there existed any type of relationship between anticipatory

deflection and level of occupational goal, anticipatory deflection

was cross-classified by sex and aumpational goals, Table 8.

The cross-olassification reveals some interesting findings in :rates

of deflection between males and females at different goal levels.

The most steling observation is that the majority of the

youth studied were not deflected from their goals, regardless of

2See the comments in footnote 3; :In addition, see the
following: Kuvlesky and Ohlendorf, cit.; and, Bi lquis A.
Moen, "Occupational Status OrienTations and Perception of
Opportunity: A Racial Comparison of Ruxal Youth from Depressed
Areas." Master's thesis, Texas am University, January, 1968.
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Table 7. Nature and Degree of Anticipatory Deflection
from Occupational Goals of Mexican American Males
and Foulest/

68

Deflection Males Females
(N=279) (N=300)

Total
(N=579)

None

Positive

42

+3

44

+5

MIMIIMWQMOMMOSSUP

62

9

3

2

1

2

1

Percent ------
62

6

2

1

1

1

62

8

Negative 29 32 30

-]. 7 2

-2 6 3

-3 7 13

-4, 4 7

-5 2 1

-6 3 1

5

Total 100 100 100

No Information 17
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the occupational category considered.3 Indeed, nearly-a third,

and in most cases, one-half or more of both males and females

were not deflected. Respondents who desired intermediate leveC

jobs tended to experience the least amounts of anticipatory

deflection. On the other hand, both males and females who desired

jobs in the "glamour" category experienced the most anticipatory

deflection; this.category is discussed in greater detail in a

moment.

Differences between males and females were slight. The

highest rates of negative anticipatory deflection occurred for

both sexes at the high levels of occupational aspiration; and for

males, the highest rates of positive deflection were observed at

the low levels of aspiration. No statement could be made concerning

'3The statements about anticipatory deflection discount the
females who desired to have jobs in the "managerial," "operatives,"
"unskilled," and "housewife" oategories, a total of eleven
respondents. This decision can be justified on the basis that
the females represent such a small portion of the total sample&
But, an additional and more important statement concerning rates
of deflection must be made, To some extent, the rates of deflec-
tion are artifacts of the scheme for classifying such rates. For
example, the highest rates of negative deflection ocurred at the
high occupational level and the highest rates of negative deflec-
tion occurred at the law occupational level. But then, from the
high level where is there to go except down--negative deflection--
and from the low level where is there to go except up--positive
deflection? These same statements are also applicable to the
scheme employed later in this chapter to analyze generational
occupational mobility aspirations.
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the rates of positive deflection among the females because their

aspirations were concentrated into so few categories.

The data in Table 8 does not indicate any patterning of the

expectations of those males who anticipated being deflected from

their goals. However, a very distinot trend was observed for

females who did nat expect to attain their goals in that the vast

majority of those deflected expected to attain jobs in the

"clerical and sales" category.

Finally, a few additional comments need to be made on the

"glamour" category, for which there existed the least amount of

congruence between goals and expectations. As indicated in a

previous chapter, jobs subsumed under the title "glamour" are

those most often associated with special ability rather than with

achievement. Thus, one inference that could be made in regards

to youth desiring these "glamourous" jobs is that they were

realistic in appraising their expectations. This inference is

strengthened by the observation that youth deflected from this

occupational category expected to attain jobs in significantly

lawer categories: "clerical and sales" and "skilled" jobs for the

males; and "clerical and sales" and "housewife" for the females.

Stunmau

The majority of the Mexican Americans studied aspired to

have jobs in the professional category, primarily in the "low"
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professional as opposed to the "high" professional category; and,

proportionately more males than females desired "high" professional

jobs.; The proportions of males who desired managerial, skilled,

operative, and unskilled jobs were greater than those for females

who desired these same types of jobs; however, proportionately

more females than males desired clerical and sales jobs. Most

respondemts of each sex expressed a strong intensity of desire

for their occupational goals.

The occupational expectations of the respondents were not as

concentrated in the high occupational level as were their aspira-

tions; however, most of the respondents expected professional type

jobs, "law" professional again outranking "high" professional jobs.

A similar patterning of jobs most frequentlygiven for aspirations

and expectations wus dbserved, with the most frequent responses

being professional, the next most frequent being managerial and

glamour, and the least frequent response being operative. The

same sex differences noted for aspirations also prevailed for

expectations. The majority of both males and females indicated

that they were not very certain about attaining their expectations.

Two-thirds of each group experienced no occupational antici-

patory deflection; that is, two-thirds of both males and females

really expected to attain the same jobs they desired. Only three-

tenths of the respondents experienced negative anticipatory

deflection; and, among those negatively deflected, females were
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much more likely than males to be severely deflected from their

occupational goals. However, among only-those respondents who had

high level goals, males were more likely-to be deflected than

females. Despite these findings on deflection, the predominant

tendency- was to ntt be deflected regardless of the level of the

occupational goal. Finally, the highest rates of negative anti-

cipatory deflection occurred at the highest levels of occupational

goals; and, although patterning of thc expectations of those deflec-

ted did not ocaur for males, it did for females.

Generational Occupational Mobility Aspirations

This section of analysis will be concerned with the Mexican

American respondents' desires for occupational mobility relativy

to the occupational level of their heads-of-households. As

indicated earlier, the respondent's father was the head-of-household

in three-fourths of the eases04 The analysis to be presented here

is not, and should not be construed to be, a measure of the

respondents' total social mobility which includes much more than

merely ocaupational mobility. Rather, it is a measure of the

wmannwrimorarmonsemorrearomkr.rie

4Data on identity of respondents' heads-of-household and
related aspects of the respondents° families appear in Appendix

Ta.....142,1,224?2*
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respondents desires for only one facet of social mobility, and

that facet is the desire for generational occupational mobility.

The first part of the analysis below deals with the nature and

extent of the respondent's mobility aspirations irrespective of

the occupational status of his famay; in other words, the focus

is on whether the mobility aspiration is positive or regative and

how many degrees. The second part of analysis deals with the

respondent's occupational mobility desires, focusing upon the

specific occupational position from which he originated and upon

the particular level of his occupational aspiration.

Nature and extent of mo121.141Lans

The majority of the Mexican American respondents desired to

be upwardly mobile, at least, as far as their occupations were

conoerned. That is, three-fourths of the respondents desired

occupations which were above the occupational level of their

families, Table 9,; however, those desiring upward mobility were

dispersed over,most of the degree categories for upward mobility

with no dramatic clustering evident. Furthermore, analysis of

this indicates, not only that the respondents desire upward

mobility, but that more than half of all the respondents desired

occupwtiom three or more degrees above that of their families-

of-orientation. in contrast, less than one-fifth of the Mexican

Americans desired to be downwardly m6bile in terms of occupational
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mobility, and, for the most part, those who did desire to be

downwardly mobile desired an occupation only one or two degrees

below that of their families. Finally, only one-tenth of all the

respondents did not desire occupational mobility, that,is, these

respondents indicated that they desired the same level of occu-

pation as that held by their families-of-orientation05

The data presented in Tal.E2) also shows that very few differ-

ences existed between males and females in regards to occupational

mobility aspirations. The paramount difference was that the rate

of those not desiring occupational mobility was nearly three times

as great for males as for females. The only other significant

difference between males and females was that the distribution of

females desiring downward mobility included one more level than

did the distribution of males, but only a small percentage of

the females was involved.

Occu .1 tional as irations b occu 1' tional level of res ndentso

families-of-orientation

Whereas the preceding part of the analysis dealt with the

nature and extent of aspirations for intergenerational

5Detailed analysis of those not desiring generational occupa-

tional mobility was precluded "lecause this portion of the respon-

dents was so small (11=56). Of these fifty-six, forty were males,

and, more than half of these males not desiring generational occu-

pational mobility had heads-of-thousehold with an intermediate

level occupation. A similar finding occurred for females not

desiring generational occupational mobility in that six-tenths of

them had heads-of-household with a clerical or sales job.
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Table 9. Nature.and Degree of Generational Occupational Mobility
Aspirations of Mexican American Males and Females'?

Mobility Aspirations

None

Upward

+1

+2

+3

44

+5

+6

+7

Downward

-2

.3

Males
(N-445)

Total

No Information

Females Total
(N=265) (N=510)

6

72 76 74

8 5 7

16 17 16

13 17 2.5

9 12 11

11 9 10

13 15 14

2 1 1

12 18 15

7 rt. 9

3 3 3

2 1 1

0 3 2

100 100 100

45 41 86
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this part of analysis focuses upon an examination of the specific

combinations of occupational status of the family-of-orientation

and the occupations desired by the respondents This method was

employed in order to determine whether differential patterning of

aspirations occurs by occupation of family of orientation. The

data for this part of the analysis are presented in two tables,

one of which utilizes the expanded occupational classification

scheme to get at specific qualitative patterns and the other

uses the collapsed levels of occupation to get at broad patterns.

Each table is discussed separately, with attention paid to

male-female differences in each06

The predominant trend noted upon examination of the data

employing the expanded classificatory scheme is that large propor-

tions of respondents desired professional--"high" and "lowa profes-

sional combined--type jobs, regardless of the occupational levels

of the respondents' families, Table 10. This trend might have

been expected, given the preceding findings reviewed earlier

in this chapter*

6This part of the analysis excludes the youth whose family-
of-orientation. was in the "glamour" occupational category (11=2);

one of these two youth was a female who desired a "clerical and

sales" job, and one was a male who desired a "glamour" job*
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4.nOther important tendency, although not as pronounced as that

discussed above, is that the proportions of respondents who desired

professional jobs appears to be related to the occupational level

of the respondents' families-of-orientation. That is, the propor-

tions of respondents desiring professional jobs were, with but

two exceptions, highest among those students from families that

were among the upper categories of the occupational classification

scheme and lowest for those respondents from families at the

lowest categories* Furthermore, this trend was more pronounced

for males than for females. However, there were two important

exceptions to this relationship. The first exception was male

respondents with skilled heads-of-household; and, the second was

females with clerical or sales heads-of-household, Table N. In

the two exceptions described above, the respondents in each case

had the smallest percentages of those aspiring to professional

jobs, 28 percent for males and 48 pecent for females* Another

observation that supports the finding concerning the relation of

occupational aspiration and the occupational status of the resporp.

dent's family, at least for males, is that those respondents

desiring huh.professionaln jobs are primarily from families in

the upper occupational categories; very few respondents from

families in the lower occupational categories desired "kWh

professional" jobs.
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The following findings about generational occupational

mability aspirations are also visible in Table 10. First, the

largest rates of not desiring generational occupational mobility

occurred for males with skilled heads-of-household and for

females with clerical or sales heads-of-household, 41 percent and

32 percent, respectiveily. Secondly, both males ard females with

operatives heads-of-household had the largest single proportions

of respondents who expressed a desire for upward generational

occupational mobility, these proportions being two-fifths for

males and three-fifths for females: Lastly, the largest single

rates of downward occupational mobility aspirations were experienced

by males and females of families with a "high" professional

head-of-household.

An examination of the data in Table 10 further reveals some

interesting differences between Mexican American males and females

on generational occupational mobility aspirations. For males, no

particular dlustering of occupational aspirations was noted except

for males from "high professional" families; these respondents'

aspirations were largely concentrated into the highest occupational

categories whereas the aspirations of respondents from families

other than "high professional" were generally dispersed over the

entire range of occupational categories. However, a very distinct

concentration of the females' occupational aspirations was noted;



Table 10. Generational Occupational Mobility Aspirations: A
Cross-Classification of the Occupational Aspirations

of Mexican American Males and Females by Occupation

of Respondents' Head-of-Household.

Part A.

Occupation of

Respondent's

Head-of-

Household No.

MALES

Respondent's Occupational Aspiration

PERCENT

High Prof. 16 25 63 _- 6 __ __ 6 __

Mhnagerial 41 22 34 5 12 5 15 5 2

Cler.-Sales 24 25 29 4 8 13 13 L. 4

Skilled 39 8 20 13 8 8 41 2 --

Operatives 37 __ 43 3 5 14 27 5 3

Unskilled 87 6 36 8 8 9 18 5 lo

010

NMI

100
100
100
100
100
100

Part B. FEMALES

High Prof.* 24 8 59 4 __ 25 4 __ __ __ 100

Managerial 49 2 55 4 __ 29 10 __ _ _ __ 100

Cler.-Sales 31 -- 48 11 32 3 3 __ 3 100

Skilled 53 7 51 6 2 23 7 2 -_ 2 100

Operatives 27 -- 59 11 -- 30 100

Unskilled 80 2 49 5 2 34 8 __ __ __ loo

*Includes 1 Low Professional

80
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their:aspirations were consistently, and regardless of the

occupational status of their families, clustered into the "low

professional" and "clerical and sales" categories.

In order to describe the broad patterns of generational

occupational mobility aspirations, the data in Table 10 were

reorganized by using the previously described collapsed levels

of occupwtion; and, the results from this manipulation are

displayed in Table 11.7 As can be seen from this table, the

fact that large proportions of Mexican Americans desired high lemel

jobs, regardless of their families-of-orientations, is more

pronounced than was observed when using the expanded classificatory

scheme. Also more conspictous in Table 11 is the tendency of

aspirations for high level jobs to follow the occupational level

of the respondents1 families-of-orientation; for example, almost

nine-tenths of the males fran families of a high occupational

level desired high level jobs, hit only one-half of the males

from families of a low occupationaIlevel had similar aspirations.

Very little about direction of generational occupational mobility

aspirations can be determimd fram this set of tables except

that, in general, the youth studied desired either to be upwardly

mobile or to maintain a high occupational level.

7This collapsed classificatory scheme was previously explained
and the reasons for its use presented in the preceding section
of analysis, "Occupational Status Projections," see especially
footnote 1.
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Table 11. Generational Occupational Mobility Aspirations: A
Cross-Classification of the Occupational Aspiration
Levels of Mexican. American Males and Females by
Occupational Level of Respondent's Head-of-Household.

Part A. MALES

Occupational Level
of Respondent's
Head-of-Household

...1

Respondent g s Occupational Aspiration
Level

High Intermediate Low

High (N=16) 88

Intermediate (N=104) 53

Low (N=124) 48,

PERCENT

6

41

39

6 100

6 100

13 100

Part B. FEMALES

Occupational Level
of Respondent's
Head-of-Household

Respondent's Occupational Aspiration
Level

High Intermediate

High (N=24)

Intermediate (N=133)

Low (N=107)

67

62

60

33

35

4o

Low

0

3

Total

100

100

100
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Summary

The vast majority of the Mexican American respondents

indicated a desire for upward generational occupational mobility.

Furthermore, most of the respondents desired an occupation three

Or more levalb,:above the occupational level of their families-

of-orientation; this observation is, in part, a result of the

fact that the majority of the respondents' heads-of-household

had low level occupations. The minority of Mexican Americans

who did not desire upward job mobility indicated either a desire

for no gernerational mobility or, more often, aspiration levels

only slightly below that of the.hoddcof the household*

Two major tendencies were observed in the part of analysis

concerned with the relation of occupational aspirations of

respondents and the occupational level of respondents' families-

of-orientation. The first and most definite of these tendercies

was that large proportions of the respondents desired professional

or other high level jobs regardless of the occupational levels

of the respondents families-of-orientation. The second and less

pronounced tendency wasforthe proportions of respondents desiring

high level jobs to be related to the occupational levels of the

respondents' families-of-orientation, in that the higher the

occupational level of the family, the higher the rate of respondents

who desired high level jobs. The latter tendency wus more apparent

for males than for females.
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Beyond the finding that many respondents desired professional

jobs, no patterning of ocaapational aspirations was noted for males,

with the exception of male respondents from families in the "high

professional" category* However, the aspirations of females wyre

more concentrated than those of the males; regardless of the

occupational status of their families, large proportions of females

desired "low professional" and "clerical and sales" jobs.

A number of findings about direction of generational

occupational mobility aspirations were also made. The highest

rates of downward mobility aspirations ocaarred for respondents

from families with a professionally employed head-of-household,

whereas the highest rates of upward mobility aspirations occurred

for respondents whose head-of-household was an operative. The

largest proportion of Efemican Americans indicating no desire for

occupational mobility wyre from households where the head held a

skilled, clerical, or sales job.

Job Values

This final section of analysis will investigate certain

criteria, often referred to as job valuss, which are assumed to

be considered boryouth when choosing an occupational goal. Past

research has indicated that youth who differentially emphasize

certain job values tend to differ in their occupational goals,

a finding which, to some extent, has been used to explain class
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differences in occupational goals. The objective in this

section of the thesis is to investigate the relation of certain

job values to the occulmtional aspirations of Mexican American

youth to see if there is amepatterning of the combinations of

their job values and work goals.

Only a few job values were selected for this study, and these

values are not representative of the manythat could have been

included. The job values which were selected were divided into

two categories and included the following:

Intrin6ic

1. Help other people
2. One's own boss
3. Excitement

Extrinsic

4. Status-prestige
5. Monetary reward
6. Steady employment

For each of the above job values, the respondents indicated

a degree of importance, along a four point scale, of this

consideration for selection of their occupational goals. The

original response categories and frequency distributions of responses

appear in Table 12. As otn be seen from the data in this table, most

of the respondents tended to indicate that each job value was either

"important" or "very important0 that is, the youth tended to

cluster at the and of the scale indicating greater importance.
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Table 12. Degrees of Importance of Selected Job Values of the
Occupational Goals of Mexican AmericanMales and Females.

Part A. MALES

Job
Value

;W:22-SILDARattEaft
Very Not very Not at No

No. Imp, Imp. Im All Imp. Total Response

Percent

Help other
peoPle 290 35 49

One's own
boss 287 30 33

EXcitement 286 22 36

Status -

14 2

27 10

30 12

100 0

100 3

100 4

prestige 289 31 32 30 7 100 1

Monetary
reward 289 28 52 19 1 100 1

Steady
employment 285 52 38 8 2 100 gd

0011111...11111.0m.....~../k

Part B. FEMALES

Help other
people 304 56 36 5 3 100 2

One's own
boss 302 19 28 35 18 100 4

acitement 302 16 37 34 13 100 4

Status -

prestige 304 25 33 30 12 100 2

Monetary
reward 301 26 48 22 4 100 5

Steady
employment 304 49 40 9 2 100 2
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Because of the above finding, a technique of analysis was

needed which would distinguish between the degrees of importance

attached to a particular job value and which would also provide

a means of ranking the job values in terms of importance to the

respondents. The use of a weighted mean score was Chosen and

deemed acceptable for the limited investigation to be performed.

From the original responses, a mean score of importance was computed

and the job values ranked in order of importance, Table 13,. As

shown, similar rankings of job values occurred for both males and

females, except at the two extremes. For males, "steady employment"

was the most important job value, whereas "chance to help other

people" was the most important for females. At the other extreme,

males tended to rate "chance for excitement" of least importance,

and females rated "chance to be one's own boss" similarly.

Aside fram the mere ranking of the job values, it is signi-

ficant that the values steady employment, help other people, and

monebary reward were aot only considered more important than the

other values, but that these values were all placed at the end

of the scale indicating greatest importance. Also of note is the

observation that male respondents accorded more importance to each

job value than did female respondents, with the one important

exception for the job value "chance to help other people."
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Table 13, Selected Job Features of the Occupational Goals of
Mexican American Males and Females, Ranked by. Mean
Scores of Importance for Total Respondents.

Job
Feature

Meat Score*
Males Females Total Type**

Steady employment 3.40

Help other people 3.18

Monetary reward 3.06

Status-prestige 2.87

One's awn boss 2.83

Ekcitement 2.68

..11.1111111..1111.00....MMIlm..11MONI

3.37

3946

2996

2972

2947

2,56

3939

3032

3601

2.80

2.65

2.62

*The range in scores is 14, 4 indicating greatest importance.

**KEY

I = Intrinsic
E Extrinsic
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Furthermore, as evidenced in T8121g_13, except for the job

value ohelp other people,I, the respondents considered the extrinsic

values as being more importnat than the intrinsic; that is, the

students appears to consider their aspirations in terms of .he

benefits derived from outside the work activity rather than those

features pertaining to the wrk activity itself.

Past research has indicated that occupational goals vary

according to the importance attached to certain job values.8

The preceding suggests that the Mexican American youth studied

would accord varying degrees of importance to certain job values

depending upon their occupational aspirations. To investigate

this aspect of occupational orientation, mean scores of the

importance placed on each of the preceding job values were computed

for each occupational category to which Mexican American youth

aspired and also separately-for each sex, Table 14; this data

can be analyzed both vertically and horizontally.

The first method of analysis, vertical, focuses upon each

specific occupational category, determining the degree of importance

8See the following: Morris Rosenberg, ......0..a.a.L_OccutioridValues,

Glencoe: The Free Press, 1957; David Krech, Richard S. Crutchfield,

and Egerton LI. Ballachey, Individual in Societ , New York: MeGraw-

Hall Book Company, Inc., 19 2; and, RobertA. Ellis and Leona Tyler,

Planned and Uhtgall&WILIALIUSEMI191191.2A9211Lagth:
Toward a Morholo of Occu ation Choice, Eugene, Oregon: The

University of Oregon, December 15, 19 7.



Table 14. Mean Scores of Importance for Selected Job Values by
Occupational Aspirations of Mexican American Males and
Females.

Part A. MALES

Job
Values

Occupational Aspiration

H u)
cd co a) rd a)
.H r-I (1) a) cH
FA
a)

ct3 H rd
0 cd a)

..4
A:

i--1
H

RX
a)

I ci-; e4 I
bo .,-1 rn
cli F-1

id
FA Ir0

F-1

40 c) o 01 0 a) rd :0 a) cn xi 0
61 ill

H0 H 00 cd til cgi
0 4a 0

0 PO

Mean Scores

Monetary
reward 3.23 2.95 3.24 3.00 2.88 3.16 3.00 3.29 *

Help other
people 3.50 3.23 3.24 3.10 3.04 3.04 3.27 3.21

Importance 2.83 2.91 2.88 2.90 2.92 2.79 2.73 2.86

Steady
employment 3.50 3.56 3.24 3.20 3.25 3.24 3.45 3.50

One's own
boss 2.89 2.70 2.56 2.75 2.88 2.98 2.73 3.36

Excitement 2 78 2 52 3 29 2 55 2.67 2 73 3.00 2.64

Part B. FEMALES
Amilww.Wmtmo

Monetary
reward 2,50 2.93 3.06 * 3.14 2.60 * * *

Help other
people 3.89 3.59 3.29

Importance 1.75 2.71 2.47

Steady
employment 3.62 3.46 3.35

One's own
boss 2.50 2.40 2.47

Excitement 2.25 2.51 3.29

3.38 2.95

2.86 2.50

3.34 2.80

2.57 2.35

2.58 2.25

WITO,PW7leSpOIW-6 ca cu a e a mean score or ese

occupational categories.

90
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attributed to each job value by the respondents desiring this

specific type of occupation. In this way, the selected job

values can be rank ordered by degree of importance for each

occupational category, as is done in igabill; and differences

or similarities in the resulting profiles as they vary from

occupation to occupation can be more easay determined,/ As can

be seen frma TithiLat ordering the selected job values by degree

of importance does not distinguish between students who desired

different occupations, as evidenced by the overwhelming similarity

of the job value profiles for each occupational category. With

only minor exceptions, these job value profiles reflect the profile

for the entire group as described earliery However, the following

exceptions Imre observed and are rather interestingt, Those males

who desired a "glamour" type job placed the greatest importance

on the job value "excitement," which genera4y received the least

emphasis from those who desired other types of jobs,, Male

respondents desiring "unskilled° jobs chose the job value "chance

to be onets own boss" as second most important, which is contrary

to how most males respondedo This latter finding is interesting

in that the jobs subsumed in the category "unskilled" are those

typically thought of as giving the least possibility for autonomy

in the work role.;

Ftnales, like the males, showed only slight differentiation

in their job value profiles, the individual profiles reflecting



Table 15. Rank. Orderings of Selected Jdb Values by Mean Scores
of Importance and by Occupational Aspirations for
Mexican American Males and Females.

Part A. MALES.

Occupational Aspiration

SEC

PEOP

MON

BOSS

IMP

EXC

Part B.

PEOP

SEC

MON

BOSS

EXC

IMP

0k
1-4 P-1 0

H 1-1 W
F-1 cd H
a) 0 W

Cf")

cz! FA0 rd

W

rd
W

4-1
-P

a)

PLI0
Job Values*

SEC EXC SEC SEC SEC SEC

PEOP SEC PEOP PEOP MON PEOP

MON PEOP MON IMP PEOP MON

IMP MON IMP MON BOSS EXC

BOSS IMP BOSS BOSS IMP IMP

EXC BOSS EXC EXC EXC BOSS

FEMALES

PEOP SEC ** PEOP PEOP **

SEC PEOP SEC SEC

MON EXC MON MON

IMP MON INF IMP

EXC IMP EXC BOSS

BOSS BOSS BOSS EXC

SEC **

BOSS

MON

PEOP

IMP

IDM

*Key
MON = Monetary reward
PEOP = Help other people
IMP = Importance
SEC = Steady Employment
BOSS = One's own boss
EXC = Excitement

**Tbo few respondents to
calculate for these
occupational categories.

92
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Table 16. Rank Ordering of Occupational Aspirations by Mean
Scores of Importance for Selected Job Values, for
Mexican American Males and Females.

Part A. MALES

Selected Job Values*

MON PEOP IMP SEC BOSS EXC

UNS

GL

HP

SK

MGR

OP

LP

CS

Occupational Aspirations**

HP CS LP

OP LP HP

GL MGR UNS

LP GL OP

UNS UNS CS

MGR HP GL

CS SK SK

OP MGRPK

UNS GL

SK OP

HP HP

CS SK

MGR CS

OP UNS

LP MGR

GL LP

Part B. FEMALES

CS

GL

LP

SK

HP

LP

CS

GL

SK

CS

LP

SK

GL

HP

HP

LP

GL

CS

SK

CS

HP

GL

LP

SK

GL

CS

LP

HP

SK

*See key given with Table 15.
**Key

HP = High Professional
LP = Low Professional
GL = Glamour
MGR = Managerial
CS = Clerical and Sales
SK = Skilled
OP = Operative
UNS = Unskilled
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that for the whole group. Of note, however, is the observation

that females who desired "glamour" type jobs deemed "steady

employment" as the most important job value, whereas females

who desired other types of jobs chose "chance to help other

people" as most important. Furthermore, males and females

who both desired "glamour" type jobs differed as to which job

value received the greatest emphasis--males chose "excitement"

whereas females chose "steady employmenta"

The second method used in analyzing the correlation of impor-

tance attached to job values and occupational aspirations is hori-

zontal; that is, the mean scores of importance by occupational

aspiration, which are shown in Table 14, are viewed.horizontally,

across the table. This analysis focuses upon each particular job

value, enabling the occupational categories to be ranked according

to which category of respondents placed the greatest importance

on each value, Table 16. Thus, this manipulation should.Show

whether or not the job values selected for study discriminate

between persons who desired different types of occupations.

However, as shown in Table 16, the selected job values failed

to discriminate between these persons; there is no consistent

patterning as to which category of aspirants placed greatest

emphasis on the job valuest;
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.1:.(1.1.11.11Laa*

The relationship of a few, selected job values and occupa-

tional aspirations was investigated through the use of mean scores

of the importance attached to these job values. In general, the

respondents tended to consider all of the selected job values as

more or less important; and, males attached greater importance

to the values than did the females. Based upon the aean scores,

the job values were placed in a hierarehy of importance for each

sex with relatively similar profiles-resulting for males and

females. The values "steady employment," "chance to help other

people," and "mmebexy reward," in that order, were considered

as the most important job values for the group as a whole and

were rated considerably more important thanthe other three values.

However, males gave the greatest emlohasis to "steady employment"

whereas females treated "dhemce to help other people" in this

manner. In addition, both sexes accorded more importance to the

extrinsic job values, with the exception of the intrinsic value

"help other people," than to the intrinsic values.

Mean scores of the importance placed on the job values were

computed for each category of occupational aspirations and the

job values thus ranked in order of importance for each occupa-

tional category. This procedure showed that, regardless of the

occupational catelpry desired, the students responded similarly
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to the job values; that is, the job value profiles were

similar regardless of the type of occupation desired. Finally,

the occupational categories were ranked for each job value according

to the mean score of importanoe each category of respondents

placed on these values. However, this manipulation failed to

yield any condlusive results. In conclusion, the job values

selected for study did not discriminate between respondents having

different types of occupational aspirations.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

In a manner similar to that employed throughout previous

chapters of this thesis, the conclusions are presented in three

parts, one for each. section of analysis. The conclusions that

can be drawn here are limited by the nature of the population

studied and by the nature of the study itself, particularly in

light of the scarcity of other empirical evidence on Mexican

American youth. The population studied was composed of Mexican

American high school sophomores males and females from four

low-income counties of Texas. The type of study performed was

of a facilitative nature with the purpose of providing information

where little existed, rather than to test or formulate theory

or to innovate. However, the conclusions made may be of more

significance than they would initially appear to be, as the

nation's Mexican American population is largely concentrated in

five Southwestern states and approximately two-fifths of these

people reside in Texas. Furthermore, the implications based

upon this study's findings can be compared with those from

studies of othe l. ethnic groups.
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Summary and Conclusions

pecia.43_,....L.tatusroeattiona

From the findings presented in Chapter IV, it can be

concluded that large.proportions of the Mexican American youth

studied desired high-level occupations, particularly within

the "law professional" categoryrrelatively few youth desired

intermediate or low-level occupations. It ma further be

concluded that there was little difference between the level of

occupational aspirations of Mexican American males and females;

differences between males and females existed primarily at the

intermediate level of occupational aspirations, where males

shawed a preference for "skilled" jobs while females preferred

clerical and sales" jobs. Differences between males and females

on intensity of desire wore inconsequential, and both sexes

expressed a strong desire for their occupational goals,.

It can also be concluded that the Mexican American youth

had high expeatations which followed a pattern similar to their

aspirations; however, while generally-high, the youtWs expec-

tations were still, on an aggregate basis, lower than their

aspirations. The same 'sex differences noted for aspirations also

prevailed for expectations. Lastly, no differences existed

between sexes for certainty of expectation; the majority of eadh

group wore not very certain of their expectations.
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In reference to anticipatory deflection it can be concluded

that the majority of the youth were not deflected from their

goals, regardless of the particular goal category concerned

except for the glamour categoryy Females tended to experience

a greater degree Of nogative deflection than males, and the

m.aority of those girls experiencing goal deflection anticipated

attainment of clerical and sales type jobsy ho patterning of the

expectations of the males who wore deflected was notedy

Generational occupational mobility aspirations

The second section of analysis investigated the nature of

the relationship between the respondent's occupational aspiration

and the occupational level of his family-of-orientation; this

latter variable was indicated by the main job held by the major

money earner of the respondent's famAy0 On an aggregate basis,

it can be concluded that the vast majority of the Mexican

Americans studied desired to be upwardly mobile, at least, in an

occupational sense; furthermore, these youth desired an occupa-

tional love1 significantly *ban that of their families-of-

orientattony In contrast, only a small proportion of respondents

desired to be downwardly mobileand then, only to a slight

degree; even fewer students indicated a desire for no generational

occupa4onal mobility.
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.. Also on an aggregate basis, the conclusion emn be made

that there was little difference between the occupational mobility

aspirations of males and females. The only difference between

the two sexes on this aspect was that a greater proportion of

males than females 'expressed a desire for no occupmtional mobility,

however, as indicated above, the proportion of either sex who

expressed this type of desire was relatively small.

On an individual basis, looking at the occupational aspirations

of youth originating ateadh particular level, two somewhat

contradictory conclusions can be made. The most pervasive

conclusion is that youth desired high level occupations regardless

of their own familial occupational origins. However, it can also

be concluded that in some instances, and especially for males,

the occupational aspirations of the youth tended to follaw class

lines, for example, those who desired jobs in the highest ocaa-

pational category were youth primarily from the highest social

origins.

Another conclusion made here is that males fram families

with a skilled head-of-household and females With a clerical

or sales head-of-household were the least desirous of generational

occupational mobility. Finally, the malesl occupational aspirations,

as related to their class origins, were not partivalarly clustered,

except for the small number of males from the highest occupational

origins whose aspirations were concentrated into the professional
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and managerial categories. Females° aspirations, however, were

dlustered primaray into the low professional and the clerical and

sales categories, regardless of the occupational level of their

family-of-orientation.

Job values

The final section of analysis investigated the relationship

of some of the job values, which are hypotheticaLly relevant in the

occupational choice 'process, with the respondents' occupational

aspirations. Supposedly, occupational aspirations will vary

according to which job values ar6 considered the most important.

Based upon the use of moan scores of importance, it can be concluded

that the Mexican American youth considered all of the selected

job values as more or less important; and, except for the job

value "chance to heap other people," males attributed more impor-

tance to each job value than did females.

On an aggregate basis, the conclusion can be made that the

job values steady employment, chance to help other people, and

monetary reward, in that order, wore the most important job values

for the Mexican, Auoricans studied; these three vipmes wore accorded

significantly more importance than the remainder. Sex differences

were present, however, with "steady employment" being rated first.

by males and "chance to help other people" rated first by females.
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Job values were also investigated on an individual basis

to determine the importance of these values for persons desiring

a specific occupational category. Again,.mean scores of importance

were utilized for this investigation, and, based won these scores,

the job values were ranked in order of importance for each occupa-

tional category. At this level of analysis, the conclusion is

made that only few and minor differences existed between the job

value profiles of persons desiring different types of occupation,

nor did differences exist between males and females who desired

similar occupations. Furthermore, it own be concluded that there

was no consistent pattern as to how the varibus types of occupa-

tional.aspirants rated the importance of the selected job values.

In short, the job values selected for study and the method of

investigation utilized failed to differentiate between persons

with dissimilar occupational aspirations.

Implications

Th.,,e_Lprz

This study provides a direct empirical investigation of the

contention.made 1.11. Merton that the inculcation of high valuation

on success goals is Universally shared by meMbers of this society

1
irrespective of their positions in social struotures. The results

111.11,4111=1....11.111n.iilln.lamliM1114111411111111

440139ilt K. Merton, ....1....j..Lac.=.)anclUctstSocialTal aructure, rays

and ea. ed., New Ybik: The Free Press of Glencoe, 1957, pp. 131-
39, 161-70.
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of this study, indicating that the current culturally defined

occupational success goals are recognized as legitimate ends by

meMbers of a seriously disadvantaged and deprived ethnic group,

the Mexican Americans, firmly irupports Merton's viewpoint. As

shown elsewhere in this thesis, the Mexican American youth studied

can, in general, be safely assumed to be from lower class origins*

Furthermore, the fact that these youth not orly hold high occupational

goals, but also had a high intensity of desire for these goals,

indicates that these youth are significantly committed towards

"achieving" their goals* The fimdings relative to intensity of

desire represent perhaps the first time researdh has been performed,

as called for by Merton, on this intensity dimension of value

orientations as it applies to ocaupational goals;2 and, these

findings on the intensity dimension lemd additional strength to

Morton's hypotheses.

At the same time that this study supports Morton's proposition

concerning the universalism of success goals, its conclusions question

the validity of certain aspects of Hymitnes work* According.to

Hyman, occupational goals tend to follow social class lines)

3Herbert H. Hyman, "The Value Systems of Different Classes:
A Social Psychologicai Contribution to the Analysis of Stratification,"
in Reinhard Bendt. and Seymour Martin Upset1 21Cla.u.la4uljuzi
Power: Social Stratification in Cam. raive P rs active second
edition, New York: The Free Press, 1.. PP V41 99.
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This is certainly not the case with the Mexican American youth

studied here, as their goals were predominantly high even though

the youth were largely from low socio-economic origins. Despite

this general refutation of Hyman, however, it must be noted that a

sub-minority of Mexican American youth, perhaps more than would be

found in typical middle class Anglo groups, had low levels of

aspirations.

The conclusions concerning intergenerational occupational

mobility aspirations, namely, that Mexican American youth desired

high level occupations regardless of the occupational positions

of their respective families, have number of implications.

First, in that the occupational statuses of the respondents' families

were controlled, the conclusions concerning high level goals tend

to further refute Hyman's proposition. However, while generally

refuting Hyman, the conclusion that youth from the highest occupa-

tional origins in turn desired only the highest occupations indirectly

offers mild support. for his viewpoint.

The finding that females did not significantly differ from

males in terms of their broad levels of occupational aspirations could

lead to a number of implications. One possible set of implications

is that females now perceive that it is legitimate for themselves

to compete in the occupational field; they.are not longer confined

to housewifery simply because of their sex. That females had rela-

tively high occupational goals does not necessarily impl that they
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desired to become "career women" at the sacrifice of their future

families; it could mean however, that the females studied, having

adcepted the success goals for themselves and their future families,

viewed their own employment as a means for acquiring the rewards of

success for their future families. Such an inference would also

help to explain why females desired "high professional" jobs to a

much lesser extent than males.

The conclusions presented earlier showed that these Mexican

American youth, who were predominantly lower class, had relatively

high occupational expectations, although slightly lower than their

aspirations on an aggregate basis. Such a finding questions

Stephenson's proposition that expectations may be class bound.5

Furthermore, when these youths high expectations are viewed in

light of the socio-economic data which describes their environment,

their expectations must be jUdged as being "unrealistic."6 That is,

4For a discussion of this explanation of females' occupational
aspirations, see Angelita S. Obordo, loStatus Orientations Toward

Family Developnent A Racial Comparison. of Adolescent Girls From

Low-Income'Rural'Areas." Unpublished Master's thesis, Texas A&M

University, January, 1968.

5Richard M. Stephenson, "Mobility Orientation and Stratification

of 1,.000 Ninth *Graders," Americ....anSocial Reej..__.riew, 22 (April,

1957 ) , pp. 204.1-12

see also, William P. Kuvlesky.and Robert C. Bealer,

"A Clarification of the Conmipt" 'Occupational Choice, °" Rural

Sociology, 31 (September, 1966); pp. 273-75.
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their expectations do not conform and follow the occupational,

educational, .and economiC structures which currently exist for

members of this ethnic minority in either the .area selected for

study or on a national basis.7

The conclusions concerning the occupational status projections

of Mexican American,youth are similar to findings for other ethnic

and minority groups. For example, Ameen reported similarly high

occupational status projections for lower class Negro and Anglo

youth.
8 That Mexican American youth had high occupational status

projections is parallel to findings, both for this group and others,

which concern status areas other than occupation. For instance,

Juarez, using the same respondents studied for this thesis,

determined that Mexican American youth held relatively high

educational status projections09 Ohlendorf found high level educa-

tional status projections among lower class Negro and Anglo

7Ibid.

8Bilquis A. Arleen, "Occupational Status Orientations and

Perception of Opportunity A Racial Comparison of Rural Youth
from Depreised AreaS." Unpublished Master's thesis, Texas .A8cM

University, January, 1968,

9Rurrialdo Z. Juarez, "Educational Status Orientations of
Mexican American and Anglo Youth in Selected Low-Income Counties
of Texas." Unpublished Master's thesis, Texas AM University,
August, 1968#
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youth,1° and Pelham reported high incame status projections for the

same types of youth?' Obordo found that such youth had family

status projections which reflected what is usually considered as

ideal in this.society and which would be conducive to the pursuit of

success goals.12 The preceding synopsis of a number of studies dealing

with the value orientations of what must be considered some of the

nation's most deprived, isolated, youth,presents a picture of a

generation who,largely accepts, desires, and expects to partake of

what goes bythe euphemism, "the American Dream." Again, these

implications lend,even greater weight to Merton's argument on universal

value patterns.

If Merton's proposition of universal goals is accepted, as

would seem logical based upon the evidence outlined above, then

several related problems must be dealt with. One such prablem

concerns the theory that differential socialization results in the

acquisition of different value orientations.13 Researchers have

10George W. Chleridorf, "Eiucational Orientations of Rural
Youth in Selected Law-Incame Counties of,Texas." Unpublished
Easter's thesis, Texas A&M University, May, 1967.

11John T. Pelham, ilAn Analyeis of Status Consistency of the

Projected Frames of Reference: A Racial Camparison of Males in

Selected Low-Income Areas orthe Rural South." Unpublished Master's

thesis, Texas A&M University, January, 1968.

120bordo, glt. cit.

13Among others, see Alvin L. Bertrand, gasi_Asc....).5...gliolo. An

Introduoteoanametho, New /brk: 'Appleton-Century-Crofts,

Division Of Meredith Publishing Company, 1967, Iv. 74-87.
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variously shown or assumed that, among other minorities, the

Mexican Americans have been subjected to a socialization process

significantly different from that experienced by the majority of

persons in this society* Hence, according to this reasoning,

Mexican Americans should also have patterns of value orientations

significantly different from the mainstream of society* However,

based upon this study, such differences do not appear to exist.

Assuming the validity of our data, this finding has the following

possible explanations: the socialization process is not the major

causal factor behind value orientations; the socializatian.processes

experienced by Mexican Americans and Anglo Americans are not as

divergent as appears or as assumed; or, the socialization process

as experienced by Mexican Americans has undergone a recent, dramatic,

and relativdly undetected change, bringing the process closer to

that experienced by Anglo Americans* If this last explanation is

accepted, then; in light of the conclusions reviewed earlier, this

means that there has been a sudden change in value orientations

from the preceding generation to the present; such an inference

suggests the possibility of traumatic parent-child conflict.

However, the most likely explanation is probably a combination of

all three alternatives, operating as follows*

The socialization process, although continuing throughout a

person's life, is acknowledged to have its most profound effects

during the earliest stages of a person's life; it is in these
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stages that an individual acquires his basic value orientations.
14

This early socialization occurs primarily within the individualgs

family and in his early school environments Families in this society

have iecently undergone and continue to undergo a rather profound

change in their role as a socializing agent, in that the familiesg

ipport is not as great as before.
15 Added to the decreasing impor-

tance of the family, the increasing influence and availability of

mass media begins to support an argument for a more similar sociali-

zation process, regardless of the ethnic origins of an individual*

A final comment on this matter concerns the significance of an

individual's education as a socializing agent; a child, irrespective

of his origins, is constantly reminded of the importance of a

"good education." Those children who do go to school are educated

in an environment reflecting the bdases of the white, achievement-

oriented middle class Americans16 1; is an empirical question as

to how such a school environment effeats the value orientations of

youth; brut, a working hypothesis might be that suoh an environment

would tend to raise the youthgs projections*

esoursaMorwar~

14Ibid., pp. 74-87; 310-13.

15Ib1d. See also, Leonard Broom and Philip aelznick, Sostoligx,

3rd ed., New Yorks Harper ee Row, Publishers, Inc., 1963, pp. 373-

78.

16Ber1rand, oit., pp. 339-51, Bromn and Selznick, 220 cit.,

pp. 451-53.
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For the moment, status projections will be left and attention

focused on job values. The conclusions concerning job values indicate

that the Mexican American youth are largely undifferentiated as

to what they considered important in the ocaapations they desire;

this is contrary to what has previously been observed as regards

the relation between job values and occupational aspirations, most

notably in the work done by Rosenberg on the relationship of occupa-

tional aspirations and job values of a nationiawide sample of college

students.17 One inference that can be made is that the youth

studied here, being younger than youth utilized in other studies,

=Trot have reached the stage where job values and occupational

aspirations are consciously related. That is, perhaps high school

sophomores are too young at this age and lack the experience to

knaw what job values and conditions are associated with specific

jobs. A possible exception was noted for males who desired jobs in

the glamoux category; and, who in turn gave the greatest importance

to the job value "excitement." However, this finding is what was

expected, given the nature of the jobs in the glamour category('

As previoudly statei, the youth ranked the values "steady

employment," "chance to help other people," and "monetary reward" in

that order as a group, and more or less in that order by occupational

17Morris Rosenberg, Values Glencoe: The Free
Press, 1957.
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aspiration, as being their most important job values. In that

the youth did not place monetary reward first, a somewhat interesting

finding in view of the fact that they were from economically deficient

families, they were similar to youth studied elsewhere, thereby

further negating the idea that the young people of this society

are strictly "cash register" oriented.
18

However, the effect of

being from families which have historically been faced with periods

of unemployment and underemployment, coupled with the burden of

inadequate incomes, could have possibly accounted for the heavy

emphasis the youth attaahed to steady employment.

The fact that these yaath are fram relatively disadvantaged

backgrounds has some ominous overtones. Given the economic

handicaps Lacing these peopie, the probably inadequate preparation

they are receiving, and the discrimination being directed at them,19

it can be, perhaps pessimistically, predicted that a substantial

number of these Mexican Amevican youth will not achieve even their

anticipated statuses, Such a prediction is reflected in the finding

that the majority of thc youth were uncertain of their expectations.

Discrepancies between aspirations and expectations are acknowledged

01=allia0~00110,3

18Leo Gurko, ileiesz...g.d........ibrowsandsl, New

York: Biibbs-Cerrill, 1953, pp. 69-790

19See Joan W. Moore and Frank G. Mittlebach, Residential
Se:re:ation of Minoritiesinthe Urban Southwest Mexican Axerican
Study Project," Advance Report Los Angellss University of

California, Division of'Research, Graduate School of Business

Administration, January, 19651; and, Celia'S. Heller, Mexican Ameriàan
Youth: For Otten Youth at the Crossroads New York: Random House,

576 ppc 9 -1030
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to contribute toward frustration and anomie.
20 Added to this

frustration the even more commonly-accepted belief that rising

arpectations often are related to violence or rebellion, and the

inference can logically be drawn that discontentment, frustration,

and hostility are increasing among Mexican Americans.21 The

Mexican American has commonly been pictured as passively accepting

the conditions of his life, a rathim "un-Americanu attitude.

However, what evidence there is indicates that these people have

accepted the ethos of this society; that is, they have been

acculturated but not assimilated.
22 Whether or not the Mexican

Americans maintain a passive attitude or adopt an activv, militant

policy, as have the Negroes, remains to be seen.

Finally, the conclusions concerning the occupational status

oiientations of therie Mexican American youth raises serious questions

about the commonplace stereotype of Mexican American culture. This

Etudy, and similar studies on other status orientations, repudiates

these utereotypical portrayals of Mexican Americans as being a

traditional, folk type people who place Mee emphasis on achievement

and success. Alternative:3,y, the findings could indicate a rather

205ee Lee Taylor,*Occu tidnai Sociology, New 'York: Oxford
University Press, 1968, pp. 197-9

21Broom and Selznick, oit., pp. 677-78.

2211ilton M. Gordon, ',Assimilation in America: Theory- and

Reality, u Daedalus, 90 (Spring, 1961), pp. 263-85.
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dramatic and rapid transformation of Mexican American culture,

signalling that these people have reached what Heller has termed

the "take-off point" in a rapid and long awaited assimilation into

the broader American society023

Research

This thesii represents perhaps the first, systematic study of

the occupational orientations of Mexican American youth, and has

produced results which are contrary both to the common stereotypes

of such youth and to certain findings regarding other minority

youth. Research on the occupational orientations of youth needs

to be extended to Mexican American adolescents in other parts of

the Southwest to determine whether or not results similar to this

thesis' findings will be obtained, until this is done, the findings

of this study serve as tentative generalizations of the orientations

of such youth* The extent to which the findings can be generalized

to other Mexican American youth is, of course, dependent upon how

representative the youth studied were of most Mexican American

youth. As far as the important variables of being from a low-income

family and having parents mith law levels of educational and occupa-

tional achievement are concerned, the yolth studied mmst be judged

representative of Mexican American youth in general*

While there exists the need to extend analysis to include other

categories of Mexican American youth, for example, urban youth,

23Haler, smo cito, PP* 83-860
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there is also a crucial necessity for comparative analyses of the

various status orientations of Mexican Americans relative to other

ethnic groups. In all probability, the results of such research

would show that only.minor differences exist among various ethnic

groups; however, this cannot be known with certainty until such

4studies are implemented.2

Another area of investigation, which has been suggested by

Merton, concerns what is termed an individual's "frame of aspirational

reference."25 According to this idea, an individual has a nuMber

of goals which are more or less integrated, the degree of integratiOn

being a question of empirical fact.26 In other words, the various

status goals are interrelated in some manner; logically, an indi-

vidual's rank positions in several goal-areas are.at a similar

level, or consistent. Hence, a suggestion for research, which

would appear mtaningful, is to study the .consistency of the

Mexican American youth's various status projections027

24For an example of a comparative study between Mexican
Americans and Anglo Americans, see Juarez, sal.. cit. There have
been several comparative studies between Negroes and mwhites,"
but few between Mexican AmeriCans, Negro Americans, and Anglo
Americans.

25Merton, eit., pp. 132-33.

26Ibid.

27Such a stUdy as suggested here has been carried outlay
Pelham, ot. cit. Pelham also presents and critiques a method for
an analysis of this type.
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There is a specific type of youth which must be included in

future research of value orientation. Any research which fails to

include such youth is and will be 'seriously handicapped, as is

this thesis, in obtaining a thorough, complete understanding of

value orientations. This youth, neglected in the majority of

research, is the high school drop out. Consideration of the high

school drop out is especially relevant as concerns the Mexican

Americans in that meMbers of this minority have the highest drop

out rate of all minority groups, and, in the study counties, the

drop out rates were extremely high. Not much is known about the

status projections of high school drop outs. Art their aspirations

as equally high as their high school counterparts? Could it be

that their expectations tqe perhaps more orealistic?" Have they

had work experience and, if so, how has it effected their status

projections, particularly occupational projections? Why did they

leave school and what are their orientations toward education?

Logically, an attempt should be made to insure that more complete

information is obtained by making research considerations for the

high school drop outs.

Amother extension of analysis which would be useftl concerns

the stability of status projections over time. That is, longitudinal

analysis would be useful to investigate such areas as changes in

status projections, attainment of goals and expectations and effects

of such attainment, the relation of experience to projections, and
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Others. In all the additional research called for above, attention

should be mad to designing research which is more of an analytical

than a descriptive nature. That is, most research on status projec-

tions, this thesis included, is more concerned with describing a

phenomenon as it exists than with explaining why it exists as it

does.

Another research matter deserving attention concerns the age

of the respondents selected for study in relation to the purpose of

a specific study. If the intent of the research is to merely

describe status projections as they exist at a particular age level,

or to describe status prOjections at one time period relative to

another time period in order to determine change, then no.specific

requirement should be made as to age of respondents. However, if

the research is intended to provide predictions as to future actions

of the youth, there is some question as to whether predictive

material should be based on high school sophomores. For one thing,

sophomores probably are not mature enough to give accurate responses

on their future courses of action; some reasons for this are that,

in general, sophomores have not had as much experience and are not

in a position to have to make definite plans as are older students.

A number of methodological problems exist in this thesis

research which need to be solved. Perhaps the most crucial of these

problems concerns the occupational classification scheme utilized

here in that the scheme is not as precise as desired, The scheme
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employed is one based primarily upon minimum education required to

obtain a certain job and status-prestige attached to that particular

job by a national sample of respondents; hawever, an even finer

distinction between types of occupation could be obtained by including

other criteria, such as income corresponding to.a specific job.

For example, a person self-employed as a fariner'6perating a small

plant with an annual net income of $5,000 and another person, also

a farmer, operating a large plant with an annual net income of

$40,000 are both classified in the same occupational category

and given equal weight; but, clearly, these two people and their

work are not comparable. Possibly, there are other'criteria which

could also be easily included and which would aid in providing a

sharper distinction between occupations.

Another important methodological problem concerns the job

value analysis, specifically the lack of differentiation on importance

attadhed to the selected job values by youth with different

occupational aspirations. As indicated earlier, one possible

explanation for the lack of differentiation is that the youth,

through lack of a specific knowledge about the various jobs,

failed to associate the job values with their occupational goals.

Barring this explanation, the range of job values selected for

analysis should be expanded to include other job values. Whereas

this thesis examined only a very few of the entire range of job

values as formulated by Ellis and Tyler, future research could be
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extended to provide a more adequata coverage of these job values, same

of which may prave useful in distinguishing between types of occupa-

tional aspirants.28 In addition, the indicators used in the analysis

of job values could be improved by devising a better scale for

indicating the degree of importance attached to each value; and,

simply asking the respondent to rank the valuesinterms of their

single most important job value, as Rosenberg did, might yield

better information on the,job values' importance029

The next problem to be disaussed deals with the conceptual

schema whereby goalS.are distinguished from expectations. The

conceptual scheme, .as employed, establishes,a diPhotomy of the

objects within any status area toward which a person has an orien-

tation; at one extreme are those Objects which are desired while at

the opposite are those which are expected. Furthermore, as employed,

this schema assumes that those objects.which are desired are estab-

lished as goals and effort is expended to achieve them; however, as

indicated by other researchers, this.schemadoes not allow for objects

which are desired but whidh are not goals in the ordinary sense of

the word03° Such a distinction between objects desired but which

28.
A complete listing of the various job values as formulated

by Ellis and Tyler is in Chapter II, P. 300

29Rosenberg, cit., pp. 10-11.

30For an elaboration on this point and an alternative conceptual
scheme, see the "Implications" section in the thesis by Juarez,
22,. cit.
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are not a goal and objects desired and which are a goal has theoretwi

ica3 significance in that the frustration and anomie acknowledged

to accompany the non-attainment of aspirations may-not exist if

respondents are replying to the aspiration indicator in terms of a

"fantasy-level" desire. At the other end of the dichotomy, problems

exist for those eases in which the objpct desired is the ?axle as

the object expected in that, as the scheme is at present, there

exists no way of knowing whether or not the youth in this category

can distinguish between aspiration and expectation.

The indicator used to arrive at the respondentls intensity of

desire for 'selected status goals presents another problem area. The

main problem with this indicator is that, because'of the manner in

which the indicator is structured, the status goals represented are

mutually exolusive, when, cleaay, the goals could be complementary031

For example, consider the means-ends scheme in which a person wants

all the education he can get, in order to get the job he wants most,

in order to Pam as much'monegras he can, in order to have the

material things he wants, and so on. Now, imagine that of two

people having the mans-ends scheme just outlined, one selects educa-

tion as most important in accord'ance with the indicator as it

exists, and is libelled achieveaent-oriented, and, the other person

selects material possessions as most important and is labelled
...111011MUMM, JIM1111....

31The complete indicator for intensity of desire appears in
Appendix B, p. 1540
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material-orientedyet, actually, there is no difference between

the people. Additional obfuscation is incurred by this indicator

in that the status goals as stated may not have similar meanings

for all respondents because it is not clear whether the youth are

responding in terms of lifetime goals or in terms of a somewhat

less lengthy perspective. Furthermore, while the intensity element

of a status projection is analytically distinct from the goal

element therebrallowing an independent examination of each

element, it seems probable-that the intensity of desire can, over

time, have a causal effect on the goal elementspecificaily, to

heighten the level of the goal. Therefore, future research efforts

should specify that the responses to the instrument measuring

intensity of desire are in terms.of long range end results; and, in

analysis, Various levels of aspiration and intensity of desire

should be controlled in order to investigate any causal relation

between the two elements. Understanding of the youthls status

projection could also be broadened if some attempt were made to have

the respondents order their various goals in a umeans-endsu scheme

which they think is appropriate.*

Finally, the last area of methodological concern for which a

solution is needed is the indicator for certainty of. expectation*

As stated in the methodology section of this thesis, the indicator

used is supposed to be a Likert-type scale. A characteristic of

the Likert-type scale is that it consists of responses representing
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two opposite response categories and a neutral region between these

two extremes032 However, in the indicator used for this study, the

response category assigned to represent the neutral region is

definitely ntt neutral, but rather one of the two extremes033

Beyond this fault, the indicator does not relate the signficance

of certainty to either the respondent's expectation or to his

aspiration. The significance of the certainty of expectation element

is expressed inthe.,proposition.that a,person who is uncertain of

his expected status may feel pressure to lower his expectations

still further. In addition, a person with expectations which are

at a lower level than kis...atpiratiota!,a.nd who.1 is uncertain of

his expectations might tend to lowertheleyel of his aspirations,

thereby alleviating cognitive dissonance. A similar typeof relation-

Ship might also exist for intensity of desire in that a person might

desire a particular status goal so intensely that,,in order to

maintain cognitive balance, the person would raise both the level of

his expectations and the certainty of his expectationso In the past,

research has been of a compartmental nature in that the five various

elements of status projections have been investigated independently

of eaoh other. However, there is a need, and the msans now exist,

32A discussion of Likert scales.appears in Eavid Krech, Richard
S. Crutchfield,"and Egerton 14 Pallachey, Individual-in 6ociet
New 'York: McGraw..Hill Book Co., Inc., 1962, pp. 150-1 00

33The indicator for certainty of expectation appears in Appendix
Bf,p.152. An alternative instrument for msasuring certainty is that
suggested by Leonard Reissman, "Levels of Aspiration and Social Class,"
A.gmslmalisLeggalstEllyzjar, 18 (June, 1953), pp. 23342.
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for a causal analysis of the interrelationships of these various

elements,of a projection.

Policy

Although the primary objective of this thesis was to provide

descriptive information on the occupational orientations of Mexican

American youth, the study arrived at a number of findings which have

implications for policy-making and.social action.34 Furthermore, the

policy implications made are stated from a particular value position

which will be clear as this section proceeds.

To begin, this society is one whose actions are supposedly

based upon certain highly cherished guiding principles, ideals, or

values, many of which are contradictory, but, the single most widely

heralded and mouthed value is that of "equal opportuntty."35

According to the statement of this value, "everyone should have

equal opportunity to develop his abilities to the utmost of his

capacity. "36

In the traditional, rather conservative manner of most policy-

makers, the following statements will simgr exclude a consideration

34In arriving at implications, the findings of this thesis
were supplemented, in part, by participant observation in the
counties selected for study.

35A concise, thorough statement of the major value patterns
operating in this society is presented by Dale E. Hathaway, Government
and riculture: Pliblic Polio in a Democratic Societ New York:
The Macmillan CoMpany, 19 3, pp. 3-23. For an additional discussion
of the prevalent, societal values, see Merton, sia. cit., pp. 13l-194.

%Hathaway, obi cit., pp. 16-170
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of the adults encountered in the study areas, and confine discussion

to the youth. These statements should not be construed as implying

anything negative about the parents or guardians of the youth in

question, rather, these'statements are merely devices to limit

discussion to a sUbject on which a measure of agreement can be

reached. By employing such a maneuver, consensus can probably be

reached on the statement that the youth are not responsible for

the conditions in which they exist. Most people would also agree

that youth should not say for the shortcomings of their parents.

Certainly then, if the societal value equal opportunity is viable

and to any extent applidable in this nation, at least youth should

have equal opportunity. Or is it true, even among youth, that some

are "more equal" than others?37

Without naming towns, counties, or schools, it should suffice

to say that povertylv any definitionaof the conceptis present

among these youth. Hunger, malnutrition, and ladk of even adequate

physical care are present. Pitifully inadequate schooling exists.

Prejudice and discrimination is encountered. Conditions are such

that a substantial number of the youth in this area do not have

"equal opportunity to develop their abilities to the utmost of

their capabilities."

/PO

37George Orwell, Animal Farm New York: Harcourt, Brace and
Company, Inc., 1946.
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/et, the fact remainl that large proportions of Mexican American

youth not only desire, but also expect to attain, relatively high

levels of occupation. This suggests that these youth need to be

and have a right to be prepared to pursue their goals through,

ideally, the legitimate means to success.38 Given the nature of

these youth's background, this preparation involves maiay obtaining

quality education and financial aid.for these youth, and in many

eases, also for their families. In same instances, the educational

aarrictla coUld be improved bywdating them, fitting them more

to the needs of the ;1-:;t1dents; this has been done in one school

already* For instance, some of the schools offered only one goner

curriculum, the only objective of which appears to be to get the

students through high school* The courses of study could be diversi-

fied, offering various types of curriadla, such as college prepara-

tory, vocational, and others. One type of curriculum, however,

probably needs to receive.less emphasis, 'and that is vocational

agriculture. As indicated elseWhere in this thesis, the economy of

the areas these youth are from is based primaray on agricultural

production, the production in these areas, as olsekhore, is in a

process of becoming more mechanied with an accompanying emphasis on

large scale plants. Hence, there will be less need for persons with

only high school vocational agricUltural training.

38For a list of alternative means, some of whicharenot as
pleasing to society as the legitimate means, see Merton, at.
pp. 139-157.
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A rather unique situation as regards high school courses was

found to exist in one school system and may serve as a model for

other schools. AS were the majority of youth involved in this study,

the youth in the particular school in question wore mostly from

low-incame families which often lack many of the bare necessities

and simple comforts of life. To help compensate for these short-

comings, this school had spenial courses geared to help the youth

procure these commodities. For example, those students enrolled in

shop courses were encouraged and helped to build a table, chair,

or something similar which their families need rather than a bookcase

or storage cibinet which would have been used by the school.

Certain schools need improVed facilitiesnot necessarily

anything luxurious orifanciful, just decent, tolerable facilities.

Fbr example, the counties selected for study are in one of the most

temperate regions of the nations yet same of the schools do not have

even the simPlest of electric fans. In cases, flies and other

insects were so thick insidethe school as to make concentration on

anything except swatting flUs impossible. Terrtbly out of date

and dilapidated buildings, teaching materials, and textbooks were

observed at times. Although not absolutely necessary, corrections

of these shortcomings could help to ehhance the educational process,

making it more enjoyable.

Also, most disturbing, was the apparett apathy of some--not all,

perhaps not even mostof the school administrators and teachers
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toward the plight of their school students, and the community. If

anything, these youth need teachers mho are sincerely interested in

them and are willing to help and to guide.

Anyattempt to provide an equal opportunity-for these Mexican

American youth will have to face the problems of poverty-and arrive

at a workable solution* This is no easy-task but as long as

poverty does exist, its very existence.is a guarantee that some

will have less opportunity than others.

Finally, the Mexican American youth need to be made aware of the

interrelations of the various social structures--edueational, occupa-

tional, and incame--which exist in society-and how these structures

relate to their orientations. That is, the youth should be made

aware of the mans for achieving their goals and of the possible

barriers to their success in attaining them. Youth are faced with

a wide variety of occupations from which to select an occupational

aspiration, and, unless the yoUth know something about the many

occupations, the process of occupational choice is more %it-and-miss"

than the expression of a choice.

Based upon this study's conalusions and observations and the

findings of other similar studies, it can be stated that many-youth,

the Mexican American included, have high occupational goals, but

probably-knew very :little about the work actually performed in a

specific ocaupation, or about what is required to obtain that

occupation. In order to encourage a more knowledgeable selection
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of an occupation, youth need a broader exposure to the various work

roles. Perhaps one of the most simple and inexpensive manners of

providing this exposure would be to utilize various local businessmen

and officials to give "occupational seminars" to the high school

students. Such seminars should be structured around the following:

(1) the actual work performed by the businessman; (2) what education

and preparation was necessary to acquire the job; (3) the income and

other benefits that might be expected; (4) the relation of a particular

job to other jobs in the.community; and (5) the prospects for the

occupation in the ftture. Although a number of occupations own be

found in any community, the variety is mot as extensive in small

towns and rural areas as in large metropolitan centers. Therefore,

school or community sponsored trips to various types of manufacturing

and service organizations located in large cities could be under-

taken to-ProVide youth with as wide an exposure to different jobs

as possible.

In addition to the above recommendations, the youth need much

more counseling than they are receiving; this requires more and

better qualified counselors, perhaps professional occupational

counselors* Beyond a mere increase in the quantity of counseling,

youth.shouldlbe.counseled on an individual and more comprehensive

basis. That is, the counselors need to know the family baCkgraund,

the abilities, the interests, and the life plans of the youth on an
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individual basis before they can provide adequate counseling and

help the youth in making a realistic choice.39

In conclusion, any general failure in the level of social status

attainment of the evolving generation of Mexican Americans will not

be able to be explained in terms of law goals and weak motivation

for social advancement.

39These'recommendations are structured iramnd it statement by
A. O Haller, Lee Go BUrchinal, and Marvin J. Taves, 'Rural /tmth
Need Help in Choosing Ocaupations, East Lansing: Michigan
Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular Bulletin 235, 1963.
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APPENDIX A

DETAILED INFORMATION ON STUDY COUNTIES, HIGH SCHOOLS,

AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION OF RESPONDENTS

An understanding of the environmental.conditions of the

respondents is useful in interpreting the significance of the

descriptive material to be presented on the youth's occupational

orientations, particularly in making corparisonswith other similar

studies and in drawing theoretical and policy implications. To

facilitate such an understanding, this appendix presents data

accompanied Iva minimum of interpretive text on some crucial

aspects of the youth's environment* This information is presented

in three parts, as follows: the study counties; the high schools;

and, Ackground data obtained from the respondents about themselves*

The Study Counties

Two Southwest Texas countiesDiamit and Maverick-!.and two

South Texas counties*-Starr andZapatawere purposively selected

on the basis of three criteria: (1) a proportionately-high rate of

Mexican Americans; (2) a proportionately-high rate of poverty as

indicated iv law-incane families; and (3) predominantly rural

populations centered in nonmetropolitan areas. A brief, general

description of each county is given below*
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Edmmit County is located in Southwest Texas just south of the

Eiwards Plateau and is in the heart of the Winter Garden District, a

leading winter vegetable growing area. Much of the land is covered

with native brush and mesquite, and land not irrigated for farming

purposes is devoted to ranching. In addition to agriculture, there

is some oil production in the county. More than a third of the

county's labor force is engaged in same type of agricultural

production. Less than one-tenth of the county's labor force is

skilled as compared to nearly three-tenths that is unskilled*

Slightly more than half of the county's residents live in Carrizo

Springs, the county seat, and the remaining population resides in

Ashertonpopulation of 1,890or in, the open country.

Maverick County has much the same type of topography, climate,

and ground cover as does Limit County, to which Nhverick is

adjacent; As to be expected, similar types of farming and ranching

are also found in Maverick County, and, to a lesser extent, so is

oil production. Another source of income for Maverick County is

tourism, as the county is bordered on, the weet bythe Rio Grande,

thus providing the countywith an excellent gateway to Mexico.

Ehgle Pass, the county seat, lies just across the river from its

much larger sister-city, Piedras Negras. The traffic between Eagle

Pass and Piedras Negras is not one-way, as many of the residents

of Piedras Negras are customers of the retail stores in Eagle Pass.

About equal proportions of Maverick County's libor force are engaged
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in agriculture and retail trade, approximately one-fifth in each

category. Again, less than one-tenth of the labor force is classified

as skilled as compared to one-third classified as unskilled. The

majority of the county's population resides in Ehgle Pass and the

remaining population, about one-fifth, lives in the open country.

Starr County is situatei in South Texas, just above the lower

Rio Grande Valley, and is bordered to the west by the Rio Grande.

Similarly-to most counties in this area of the state, the major

source of income is from agricultural enterprises, farming and

ranching, with occasionally SOMB oil production. Some of the major

commodities produced in Starr County-are cantaloupes and melons,

end to mixch lesser extent, same citrus fruits. Oil production in

the county is in the north eastern section of the county around

the small town of San Isidro, Rio Grande City, the county seat,

has a rail terminal from which the melons are shipped. Starr

County has two minor accesses to Mexico, one at Roma-Los Saenz

and the other at Rio Grande City, and tourism is at a minimal level.

Approximately forty percent of the county's labor are in agricultural

production, and, again, skilled workers account for less than one-tenth

of the labor force while unskilled workers comprise one-fifth of the

labor supply. Most residents of this county-live in the open

country or in places having less than 1,500 inhabitants, however,

about onewthird of the county's residents live in Rio Grande City.
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Zapata County, which is north of and adjacent to Starr County,

is quite similar to Starr County in physical characteristics.

Agriculture accounts for the major portion of the county's labor

force, as nearly one-half of those employed are in farming or

ranching. An important source of income for the county is from

recreation as the Falcon Dam, Reservoir and State Park are located'

either in or near Zapata County. As with the three other counties

in the study, less than one-tenth of Zapata County's labor force

is skilled whereas nearly one-third is unskilled. Zapata Coumty

is the only all rural county in the study-with morethanhalf the

popmlation residing in the open country, and the remainder living

in the county seat, Zapata, which has fmger than 2,500 residents*

A collection of key social and economic indicators for. each

county as compared with Texas and the United States is provided in

Table 17; additional information on the labor force and residence of

the population is presented in Table 18. The following summary

statement concerning the study counties is based upon these two

tables and upon the preceding county descriptions In all four

counties, agricultural production is a major source of income;

other source's of income are, to a lesser extent, oil production and

tourism* Agricultural employment accounts for the major portion of

the labor force in the cOunties, and the skilled labor force is

much smaller than the unskilled labor force* With the exception of

Maverick County, the study counties have relatively large proportions
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of the population in rural areas; and, Zapata County is all rural.

Furthermore, all four counties have exceptionally large proportions

of Mexican Americans and low income families living in them.

In order to better understand the low income problems that exist

in the four study counties, a family income distribution by ethnic

groups is provided for these counties, Table 19. Analysis of the data

in this.table reveals that Mexican Americans were much more likely to

experience low family incomes than were Anglo Americans; this finding,

coupled with the fact that Mexican Americans have larger families than

Anglo Americans indicates that having a low income is much more serious

for the Mexican Americans than for other ethnic groups? In addition,

the data in this table shows that very few Mexican American families

were in the upper income brackets as compared with the Anglo Aiericans.

The High Schools

The high schools attended by the youth would appear to be an

important variable which should, ideally, be controlled., Limited

data on the high schools attended by the youth in this study were

obtained by informal interviews with the principal of each school

and through subjective appraisals of the school facilities by the

interviewers gathering the data; the major conclusion drawn from

these methods was that the nature of the high schools involved

varied considerably in a number of dimensions. For an elaboration

1For a discussion of family size as related to family poverty,
see W. Kennedy Upham and David Ea Wright, Poverty Among S nish
Americans in Texas: L w-Income Families in a Minorit Depart-
men o ura cono i es an oc o ogy, epa men a ormation
Report No* 66-2) College Station: Ten.s A&M University, Texas
Agricultural Experiment Station, September, 1966, pp. 23-24.
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Table 19, Annual Family Income of Anglo Americans and Mexican
Americans, Sample Area, 1959.

Income Families
Group Anglo American Mexican American

iiiiiie";-- Percent Number Percent

Under $1,000 165 7 1,934 28

$1,000-1,999 261 11 2,150 31

2,000-2,999 278 12 1,119 16

3,000-3,999 257 n. 756 11

4,0004,999 243 11 332 5

5,000-8,999 782 34 488 7

9,000 and over 311 14 155 2
=0. Wet

Total Families 2,297 100 6,934 100

Source: Compiled and computed fram U. S. Bureau of the Census,
U. S. cmaya_guagatiani_1222, Volume 1, Character-

Part 45, Texas, Nashington,
D. C:: Government Printing Office, 1963, Tables 86 and
88; and, 1.2411,Sensys.ef t_pc.........1............_ion:1600Suba-ctse
Re ortsjso_f_§paL..._.PersoriishSurname. Final Report PC

Nashington, D. C.: Government Printing Office,
1963, Table 14.
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on same of these dimensions, see the chapter on "Methods and
-
Procedures," Pages ::38L.;:44 0 Data on the size of class in each

school is presented in Table 20; and, as shown, the range in size

is large. Perhaps the most common characteristic of all seven

schools concernsthe.ethnic identity of the sophomore class members&

In all cases, the majority of the students were Mexican Americans;

and; norwhite students were almost totally absent, Table 2l.

As stated previously, the types of curricula available in a

particular sdhool ranged from one "general curriculum" in one school

to include a variety fromwhich to choose in another; in addition,

the quality of instruction also appeared to vary. Facilities varied

from shabby and neglected to the most modern; some schools appeared

crowded and others underutilized.. Formal guidance .counseling

available to the students of these schools ranged from none in same

schools to extremely intensive guidance in others. In short, consid-

eiroVIe) variation between the schools was evident.

V

The Background of the Students

The social background of the youth studied is another,
theoretically important variable in orientations. For this reason,
what background data were available on the youth is presented here.
The data which appears in this part of this appendix were obtained
through We of the same questionnaire employed to elicit the

youth's orientations. The various aspects of the youth's social
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Table 20. The Number of Sophomores Enrolled in Each School
Compared with the Nudber Interviewed.

ammommoomumasitinumr

High
School

144

argrepromowatimorb,
County

Total No. of No. of Sophomores
Sophomores Interviewed

Eagle Pass Maverick

Carrizo Sivings Dimmit

Aaherton Dimmit

Zapata Zapata

Roma-Los Saenz Starr

San Isidro Starr

Rio Grande City Starr
wrsamokIMMILINI

Total

261

89

26

65

90

36

198

230

85

22

58

75

168

MOO 765 669

Table 21. Ethnic and Sex Distribution of Sophomore Respondents
by High School.

High
School

0.41111111111121111111111111111111.111110111MOMMOINIMIL

Mexican American
Male Feinale

bralc2 American
Male Female

Eagle Pass

Carrizo Springs

Asherton

Zapata

Romamlioistaenz

San Isidro

Rio Grande Citiy.

Total

Immemmmmorommalmeemimmoommtkdbermo

91

30

15

23

35

17

79

113

21

7

31

38

13

83

290 306 39
*Includes two nonwhites
**includes one nonwhite
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background on which data were obtained included the following: iden-
tity of the family's major money earner; occupation of the major money

earner; education of the respondent's parents; marital status of the
respondent's parents; and employment of the iesponden6's mother*

Dat..a#con the identity of the major money earner in the respondent's
family:Appeara in Isab?.e 22; and, as shown, the respondent's father was

the Major money earner in the vast majority of passe. For the most
parti;tilesefathers, or major money earners, Imre employed as
laborers, operatives, or skilled tradesmen, with the category laborer
accouniing for thaingle largest proportion, Table 23. Relatively
tor youth were from families in which the major money earner was in
olericial or sales, owner, professional, or glamour pesitions.

. .The Mexican American youth involved in this study generally came

from*mnes devoid of a "normal" educatiorsal background, in that,
of ihatie respondents who coild give information on their parents,
threo4ourths of the youth reported that both parents Ikad achieved
less `Olean& high school education, Table 24. On the othtr held, only
onewtwentieth of the youth had parents who had graduateilfrom college.2

The majority, fouredifths, of the Mexican American youth were
from families in which both parents were present, 'Ltaleal, sin very
few families was either parent absent due to separation, divorce
or death. In addition': slightly more then half of t h

2This finding on the educational achievement of the respondents'parents reflects what exists tn general for the Mexican Americanminority. For a discussion of educational achievement among MexicanAmericans in Texas, se Harley L. Browning and S. Dale Meteors,A.,ftAtet, h e Po t on of Texas,Aurtins University or Texas, Bureau of Business Resea
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Table 22. Identity of Major Money Earner in Mexican American
Male and Female Respondents' Households.

....=01v41m01.01111.111111.410=11ftimmolMInaMlawamMellowlisammeas.

Identity Males Females
(N488) (14=306)

IIINISOOMMMOIVIIMISIMMINI~MMOSNIOMMIN4SIMINNImlliaIWIMININIam.P11111NOMI~..Ww04....~..gs

Father

Mother

Zeother or Sister

Other

Total

Number Percent Number. Percent

222 77 229 75

22 8 25 8

19 6 25 8

25 9 27 9
INIIIIIMmINSIONNIIMM*.104111/

t ion a ibt ..

288 100

4/.4.

306 100

No Response 2 0
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Table 23. Occupation of Major Money Earner in Mexican American
Male and Female Respondents' Households,

Occupation Ehles
(N=265)

Number Percent

Farm Owner 17 7

'Nisi Laborer or Lzborer 88 33

Enlisted Man and Operative 39 15

Skilled Trade 41 16

Sales and Clerical 25 9

Owner

Officer and Professional

Glamour

Unemploied, Don't Know

Total

25 9

6

1

13 5

265 100

No Response 25

Females
(N=284)

Number Percent

16 6

80 28

27 10

53 19

31 11

34 12

24 8

1 0

18 6

284 100

22
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Table 24* Education of Parents of Mexican American Male and
Female Respondents*

Educational
Level

Father of
Respordemt
(N=446)

Mother of
Respondent
(N=480).

Number Percent Number Percent

Did not go to school 79 18 46 10

Less than high school 265 59 325 68

High school graduate 50 11 61 12

Vocational school after gradu-
ation from high school 12

Some college

College graduate 26

3

3

6

18 4

13 2

17 4

Tota3. 446 100 480 100

Don't know

No information

139

33.

102

3.4
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Table 254 Marital Status of Parents of Mexican American Male
and Female Respondents.

Marital
Status

.1111.101111111. Igromnyeerrommallat.

Males Females
(N=289) (N=305)

=1.000ftille....0116...1111113

Number Percent NuMber Percent

Together 244 84 250 82

Separated or Divorced 13 5

Father, Mother, or
Both Dead 32 11 34

289 100 305 100

21 7

Total

11

No Information 1
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respondents indicated their mothers were not employed outside the
home, nor were they seeking outside employment, Table 26, However,

about a third of the respondents' mothers were employed either

parti.time or fullatime,

In summary and conclusion, the Mexican American youthwere,

in general, from fakilies which can be characterised by the following:
the father was the major Loney earner and employed in a low level
occupation; both parents had less than a high school education;

both parents were present; and the mother was not employed nor

looking for employment outside the family: The most striking

oha r aoteristios concerned the relatively low levels of occupation
1,1

of the respondents' headsessof-household and the lack of educational

achievement by the res-pondentlb parents:
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Table 26* Employment Status of Mother of Mexican American Male
and Female Respondents*

libploymsnt MalAT Females
Status (N=285) (N=303)

Number 'ercent Number Percent

No mother or stepmother 6 2 6 2

Full-time 39 14, 39 13

Part-time 45 16

Looking for work 9 3

Does not work 167 58

19 7Don't know

iIMIGAMemausEINWIMINIMMLYINIWIIIMW

Total

42

22

180

14

7

59

5

285 100 303 100

No information 5 3
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Table 26. Ekployment Status of Mother of Nexiean American Male
and Female Respondents.

Employment
Status

Males
(N=285)

No mother or stepmother

Full-time

Part-time

Looking for work

Does not work

Don't know

Females
(N=303)

NuMber 'ereent Number Percent

6 2 6 2

39 14 39 13

45 16 42 14

9 3 22 7

167 58 180 59

19 7 14 5

Total 285 100 303 100

No information
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APPRIDIX B

EXCERNS FROM RESEARCH INSTRUMENT

The following indioators are presented &Tacitly as they appeared

in the questionnaire.

2: Sex (Circle one number): 1 Male 2 Female

9. If you were completely free to choose any job, what would you
desire most as a lifetime job? (In answering this question give
an mot job: For example, 4o not say "work on the railroad"
but tell us What railroad job you would like to have.) Write
your answer in the box below.

ANSWER:

10. (a) Sometimes we are not always able to do what we want most.
What kind .of job do you re.....a_amps_t to hive most of your
life? (Write your answer in the box below. Please give an

job1)

ANSWER:

(b) How certain are you that this is the job you Ije most
of your life? (Mrcle one nuaiber):

1 am: 1 2 3
MAIMMOMftwOmmeemusgammaimdbmwwwwwwwwwwwmommiloweinumi*Iimesmmy+mwommomm
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12. In picking the job you would most like to have, how important are
the following things about the job? (Cirbre one number for each
statement):

Very Not very Not at all
Important _Ipmrtant...._ kmtajt. keztegyt

4 3 2 1 &Teri zmu.,tho. &lance
.of-,poneyw

MMOSOOMMMOMOMMSSIN MMMMM 1111MMOIMMIMMOSMMOVIAMOP

4 3 2 1 Gives you a chance to
- - help..o.ther

OeMMSOMMAINIMMWMOOMINIMMOMOSIMINIIMMOMMONNIMMOOMMOli

J. 3 2 1 Gives you a chance to
become an important
_persons... .......... - . . . .. .... . ....

opplorrommovesatimmi

4. 3 2 1 Gives you steady employ-
- ment... .

4 3 2 1 Gives you a chance to
-be--your own -boss..-

.......... ........ .... ... .....sefaelbell1101.11111101111111

3 2 1 Offers a chance for
excitement

26. What is the main job held by the, major ioney earner of your héme?
(Write your answer.in the following box. Give a specific job, not
the company or place worked for.)

4
V11,11M11.0 .110 I mn I I I =Oil MI I 11ft Neel IM M I a
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27, Listed below arp a number of things that most young people look

forward to. Rank them in order of their importance to you. For
the one you think is most important put a number 1 in front of

,for the next most important one put in a number 2; and so
on until you have a different number (from 1 to 7) for eachone. MI over the ent4re liet beforea.g....1.1swethe uest on.

To have lots of free time to do what I want.

To get all the education I want.

To earn as much money as I oan.

To get the job I w&nt most.

To live in the kind of place I like best.

To have the kind of house, oar, furniture, and other things
like this I want.

To get married and raise.* family.

MEM TOUR ANSWERS1 You, should have used each number from 1 tO 7saLattim and you should have a number each ljnak ca.

28. Are you of Spanish4imerioan ancestry? (Circle one number,)

1 Yes 2 No
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